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Regents Name New University President;
Charles Hitch Assumes Duties Jan. 1st
Vice President for Administration

Called 'probably the best qualified
in America to head this institution.'
Charles J. Hitch was named Construction, and Governmental
the 13th President of the Univer- Relations, and of the Director of
sity of California last Friday. the Budget. He also serves as
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Iho Mltei with the sweet
not onl> long lines
are ii.nliiion.il (.luring registration and orienta
lion. I Ihow beiuling is also a favorite custom.

affording
\our

;i

conviviiil setting in

new cohorts.

Upon unanimous recommenda
tion of a special Regents committee and with the endorsement
of a statewide advisory committee of UC faculty and the Chancellors of the nine campuses, the
Regents selected Hitch at their
meeting on the UCLA campus, lie
will be President-elect until January 1, when he will succeed UC's
which to meet Acting President Harry R. Well-

chairman of the Budget Review
Board and the Capital Outlay Review Board. He is Professor of
Fconomics at Berkeley.
Prior to his last stint of gov-

man.

Wellman

said he was "abso-

lutely delighted" with the selection of Hitch, whom he had "strongly recommended," and called him
"probably the best qualified man
in America to head this institution.
The new president is a specialMONDAY,OCTOBER 2
K;45-10:30 p.m. Millberry Union
ist in matters of administration
9:30 p.m.; CIPA Meeting and economics, talents which he
OPEN IIOL'SI
Refreshments and 7:30
Rock Band. 1 otmges and Gym Board of Governors Room, Mill- will have plenty of opportunity to
berry I nion.
use in the coming negotiations
politics and finance with the
I RlD\i ,SI ITI MBi:R 29
7:0(1-9:00 p.m. Indidivuul schools' over
12:30-1:30 p.m. Millberry Union
Board of Regents.
Orientation, HSW 301, 302, 303.
lounge; CII'A Meeting and SpeakHis role as IVesident of the
er.
newly decentralized campuses is
9:30-10:3(1. Used book sale, Milloften described as a "coordinaberry I 'nion Lounge.
l:i"i-2:(in p.m. Cal Club Orientating manager" position. Hitch is
WI DM SUA V, OCTOBER 4
tion Medical Science Auditorium.
no stranger to such operations,
p.m. CIPA Meeting Wo7:30-9:30
Introduction of Deans, Chancellor
been the Assistant Secrehaving
men's Lounge, Millberry Union.
I- leming's address.
tary of Defense and Comptroller
of the Defense Department. It was
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 5
2:00-3:30 p.m. Campus Tours
from
this position that the presi4:00-5:00

Complete Calendar

Active Orientation Week Scheduled
By

Barbara Britts

"Well, I'm here mi what's happening?" ask f)5ll new arrivals to
I( \H
M' eh, baby, much. I Sofore climhinj into acidemia
l>e
known and know. To start tilings
(or end them as tin- case may
be) Denis M chaud President, will
be residing ov c r the ASI CMC
Orientation. Togetherness? Unitism? Divide and conquer? It's
up for grabs. It is at this time
that you will meet the officers
and presidents of the schools
haranguing you, maybe involving
you in our IV (( nder Cover)
world. The keynote speaker will
be Dean ["heodorc Swenson discussing integrating of health services and the university's community involvement.
riii: is followed by an open
a
house at Millberr\ rnion
chance to case the other schools
in a more subtle m inner with a
mck band.
i me of the tr i litional high
lights of the orient it ion is Chancellor 1 lronus's Reception on Friday I"us will be one of the few
times ;. mi will see the loins of
the schools togethiT, being convivial over a p inch bowl. Join in,
\m\ as alw lys
the FIRST
CH \N(. 1 DWil
Friday night.
(See I 'age \.\ ). It might be the
last chance, too
hut that's up
to you. Wail on, Winefrcd.
i if course, there's more:
SUIII DUI 1 FOR
( IRII NI A 111 IN PR' (GRAMS
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I'll' KSDW, SEPTEMBER 2S
6:30 p.m.-10:30 p.m. Campus organizations information booths
Millberry I '.lion (iyin,
";iio p.m.

VSUCMC Orientation
Ulditorium. Introduction of ASI (MU officers
and Presidents of Schools —Dean
Swenson Keynote speaker.

Medical Science

-

,

-

-

p.m. PRFSFNTATION
REGENTS SCHOLARSHIP
HON (RARIUM C 11 E C X S AND
CERTIFICATES; Mr. T.I 1. Swenson, Dean of Students, Women's
Lounge and Faculty Dining Room.

dent elect came to the UC Administration in 1965.
ing's reception, Millberry Union,
Hitch, 57, is one of the nation's
Main I ounge.
most distinguished scholars and
administrators. As Vice President
9:00-1:00 a.m. FIRST CIIANCI
of the University for AdministraDANCI live band and refreshtion, he is currently UC's secondFRIDAY, OCTOBER 6
ments, Millberry Cafeteria.
9:00-midnight: GymSTRUGGLERS ranking executive. He joined the
University in September, 1965,
PARTY" Banjo Band Party.
SA II RDAV, SEITEMBER 30
as Vice I*resident —Business and
12:00 noon. MEDICAL NURSING
FRIDAY, SI ITEMBER 29
Finance.
SCIIOOI PICNIC. Golden Gate 9:00-12:00 noon. Orientation for
In his present capacity, Hitch
Park. Sponsored by Nursing StuNew Students, Sponsored byN.S.B. coordinates the functions of UC's
dent Body. Limited to Nursing
Vice ["residents for Business and
and Medical Schools.
Continued on Page Tj
Finance, Physical Planning

3:30-5:00 p.m.

Chancellor Flem-

op

and

Dr. Charles Hitch
service, Hitch was chairman of the Research Council of the
RAND Corporation of Santa Monernment

ica, a non-profit organization that
specializes in high-level research
and development.
Hitch has an unusually distinguished academic record. He received his Bachelor of Arts degree from the University of Arizona in 1931, and after a year of
graduate study at Harvard was
selected to be a RJiodes Scholar
at Oxford, where he received his
Master's degree. He was elected
a Fellow of Queens College at
Oxford, a position he held 13 years,
and was general editor of the
Oxford Economic Papers. He has
been a visiting professor at Yale,
UCLA, and the University of Sao
Continued on page 15

Dean's Office Opens Community Service Unit
A Community Services I nit has been
by the Dean of Students Office.
Born out of tho Mcd Center Tutorial
project and the increasing interest of students, faculty and administration in community projects, the Unit was established
this year to assist student volunteers and
groups to undertake meaningful service
pm jects.
"Chiefly," explains Dean of Students
Theodore Swenson, "The Unit hopes to
provide support to student volunteers interested in contributing their talents
towards service projects. This support
will take the form of secretarial assistance, financial aid, and assistance in

established

securing facilities the projects may re-

quire."
"What has been

set up is a framework
around which students may build a wide
variety of projects," Swenson went on,
"and we hope by providing help to do the
time consuming small detail work, stu-

dents can spend their valuable time actually engaged in the substance of their

projects."
Wh.u the Unit will accomplish is vague,
which is exactly how it was designed. The
aim is not to start and direct community
service projects from the Dean's office,
but, as stated above, to provide support
for student initiated and directed projects. Many such projects in the past have

bogged down simply for lack of such
support.

Set up in this way, the Unit is dependent on both individual students and
groups bringing their ideas, request, and
suggestions to the Unit. "Our main hope
now is that students with a cercera for
such work will become informed about
our existence, and will make use of
us for any help they need" Swenson stated.

Interested students are directed to
Miss Nancy Kull in the Dean of Students
office for more information. Miss Kull
can be reached on extension 1063.
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Money! (Tuition? Fees? Charges? ....) and Us
Things look grim, but whatever happens,
it won't cost us until September 1968.
By Dave Bomar

On Friday, July 14, Acting IVesident Harry R. Wellamn submitted
to the Regents the University of California "long range fiscal program." Between now and 1975 it is estimated that the UC student
population will increase to 140,000, which is 50,000 more than the
present

time.

According to the fiscal program, "expenditures for current operations, excluding three major contracts with the United States Atomic

Energy Commission, will increase from $425.4 million in 1965-66 to $1 billion in 1975-76. State support will increase from $207.9
million to $415 million over the same period." In the same period
state support for the preceding expenditures is expected to decline
from 50 to 40 percent (although State support as a percentage of per
capita income remains nearly constant, increasing from .38 to .39
percent), and federal support is expected to increase from 25 to 32
percent.
To help raise the money to run the University of California Governor Reagan proposed a tuition fee, which was voted down, 14-7,
by the Regents at a special meeting in Los Angeles on August 31.
Passed instead were two resolutions, the first of which stated: "The
Regents hereby adopt the following policy: That a charge to be recommended by the Special Committee hereafter referred to be paid
by all students other than non-residents, to finance a program of student aid, faculty enrichment
." and the second of which asked
"That a Special Committee of the Regents be appointed to study and
recommend at the earliest practicable date additional or alternative
sources of revenue
.to help keep any student charges to the lowest
possible level," regardless of the outcome. Any fee increases will
not take place before the Fall Quarter, 1968.
SITUATION AT UCSFMC
The "tuition-free tradition" notwithstanding, students at the University of California Mcd Center do pay a tuition fee, which is plainly
labeled as such on their fee cards, and which amounts to $67 and
$327 a quarter for residents and non-residents. In addition, each student pays a Millberry Union fee of $9 per quarter and an incidental
fee of $83 per quarter. For those who have wondered where your incidental fee is used, here is the proposed breakdown for 1967-

..
.

'Money paid to the University
charge; (C) tuition. (Check one)'

of California

upon enrollment is: (A) a fee; (B) a

—Conrad cartoon in The Los Angeles Tunes.

Reprinted with the permission ofThe Register and Tribune Syndicate

Children's Added for Med Students

-68;
IIUlUGUiai

New Teaching Hospital
•

Stuart C. Cullen, M.D., dean of
the University of California School
of Medicine, announced that Children's Hospital and Adult Medical
Center, a voluntary, general
hospital for men, women and children, and the University of California School of Medicine have
joined hands in the formal
education of medical students.

One-half of the third-year medical
students will be assigned to the
Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology and Department of Surgery
in this hospital," said chairman
of the Committee on Curriculum
and Educational Policy at the Medical Center.

Instruction of students in Obstetrics and Gynecology began in this
voluntary hospital during the
Spring quarter of 1967, and instruction of students in surgery
will begin in the Fall quarter,
according to Dr. Frank W. Spicer,
director of Medical Education at
Children's Hospital and Adult Medical Center.

Under the terms of this agreement that has been signed by Mrs.
Roger Lapham, Jr., president of
the Board of Directors at Children's Hospital and Adult Medical
Center, and by Chancellor Willard
C. Fleming, 128 third-year
medical students will receive required instruction at Children's
Hospital and Adult Medical Center
Dr. Victor Richards, chairman
during the academic year.
of the Department of Surgery at
Children's Hospital and Adult Medwill supervise the
"This agreement is an historic ical Center,
program
in surgery, acteaching
integrate
the
active
effort
to
step in
DunEnglebert
to
Dr.
cording
J.
community hospitals into the
of the
and
chairman
phy,
professor
of
the
Univerteaching program
of Surgery here. Dr,
sity of California Medical School", Department
professor and chairErnest
Page,
Dean Cullen said.
of
the
Department of Obstetman
announced
Gynecology,
and
made
rics
teaching
program,
"This
possible by the progressive at- that Dr. Gilbert Webb, chairman
titude of the Board of Directors, of the New Children's/Presbyterian Department of Obstetrics
the Medical Staff and the Adminisand
Gynecology located at Chiland
tration of Children's Hospital
Adult MediAdult Medical Center, represents dren's Hospital and
and
Center,
Dr. R. Elgin Ora major contribution of faculty cal
and facilities to medical education. cutt, associate professor of Ob-

Community Service Programs
Student Services
Chancellor's Fund Special
Student Activities
Office of Dean of Students
Dean of Students
Financial Aids Office
Student Placement Office
Student Health Service
Student Housing Service
Student Recreation
■

d
J

SKINO,V, N O SCHOOL

$49,700
$2,500
$2,500
$2,600

-

this voluntary hospital, will supervise the teaching program in Obstetrics and Gynecology.

EDBRAWLEY'S

IIILUUIC

Co-curricular Programs

stetrics and Gynecology at U,C,
and attending staff member at

£>

rCC

incidental Fee Expenditures:*
Instruction and Research
Laboratory Fee
Extension and Public Service
Arts and Lectures

$9,000

.

....

Excess Income over Expenditures**
See page 13

J

J

$2,600
$12,400
$17,400
$188,500
$6,900
l $71,300
$365,400

$ 43,800
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techniques, equipment, ideas. The happy ending
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Welcome Messages

Regents & Tuition
A Comment from the

Student President

From Chancellor Willard Fleming

30 and 3 1. at UCLA, the Board of Regents met to
On
discuss and determine whether or not to maintain a "tuitiontree" policy at the University of California. I was present at
this meeting to present the students viewpoint and opinion on
what we considered was a politically expedient proposal by GovAugust

ernor Reagan.

The events which unfolded and the political machinations
underlying these events once again pointed out the ineptitude of
the Regents in meeting and deciding on controversial issues.
On August 30 along with the student body presidents from the
other UC campuses. 1 met. and supposedly had an honest discussion with Governor Reagan at the L.os Angeles Country
Club. At this meeting he berated a San Francisco newspaper
which had written a story concerning his shifting to art increase
in fees if tuition were defeated. This he stated was a lie and a
fabrication. He then stated that should he initiate such a move it
would mark him as an obvious hypocrite. He assured us he was
no such animal and would never stoop to such low grade machinations. Twenty-four hours later, after his "principle" of
tuition had been defeated (by a two to one margin), he was proposing a motion to increase incidental fees, under the guise of a
"charge." by $2.50. The next time we students will know better
than to accept a "highly principled" man on his word. No matter
how you try to cut it. or semantically defend his actions. Governor Reagan lied to us, and we feel that should it suit his own ambitions, he'll lie again.
In addition to the Governor's obvious hypocrisy, I was almost
overwhelmed by the arbitrary manner in which the Board of
Regents Chairman. Ted Meyers, used his gavel to drown out
opposition. When one of the Regents, for example, asked to
hear the faculty and student opinion on increasing fees, Mr.
Meyers called for a role call vote from the entire Board to allow
this request. At this point, Mr. Unruh, another Regent graciously filled Mr. Meyers in on Roberts Rules of Order which Meyers
was supposed to be following. This sort of circus went on all
afternoon of the 31st until finally a motion was passed stating
that a "charge" or increase in fees (in reality - tuition) would be
made on California resident students. The amount of this increase was to be determined by a Regental Committee which
was to report back to the full Board at the October meeting. So
once again the Board showed its competence at vacillation and
indecision.
The conclusion of most reporters and all students at the meeting was resignation to, and realization of, the simple fact that
this University is being run on the principle of appeasement. If
the Board would honestly compromise, if they would stand up
to the implied threats of future budget cuts, if they would once
again arrive at decisions on their own, without direction from outside sources, they would not only gain the respect due them but
would reestablish the trust of all Californians in their ability to
run our great institution. They have destroyed this respect and
trust and they alone can rebuild it. What they do in the very
near future will determine not the Universities' fate, but their

Denis Michaud
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From Denis MichaudI

behalf of the ASUCMC,
would like to welcome you to the
Medical Center campus. Each of
you long ago decided on your own
course and method for achieving
goals, and any words of encouragement on my part would be
redundant. I wish all of you the
best of luck in your efforts, and
am confident of your success.
Student government on this campus will base its success this next
year mainly on advocacy of programs and actions conducive to
student desires. Without your active and vocal participation in
shaping our judgments, we are
flying blind. Let us know what
your beefs, proposals, or wants
are, and we in turn will do our
damndest to pursue and facilitate
your needs.
The Health Professions occupy
a sensitive and influential posiOn

As I study the programof orientation and welcome for the first
year students on campus this year,
it occurs to me that I should get
in line and get "oriented" myself. The campus has grown physically so much that I may well
get lost myself.
When I came here as a student,
in 1918, there were four small

buildings situated on thirteen acres
of land. The other day we were
discussing a new Langley Porter
Neuropsychiatric Building and this
projected building has fourteen

acres of floor space. The four

original buildings were built at a
cost to the state of $250,000. The
total capital outlay on this campus today is $71,000,000.

There has been

a

similar ex-

pansion in budget. Originally the

schools on this campus were known
as the Affiliated Colleges, meaning that they were affiliated with
the University but self supporting
as far as money was concerned.
Today, this year, our budget is to the food he eats, the water he
$50,000,000,
drinks, the home he lives in,
The change in admission re- and so forth. It is the philosophy
quirements Is equally spectacular. and this change that will have the
In the beginning, graduation from greatest impact on the educational
high school and the tuition fee were programs now and in the years
insurance of admission, I need not ahead.
It is an interesting prospect
go into today's problems of adtion in society today and we, albecause you have all been and one that will be a great chalmission
though neophytes in the total
through this yourselves.
lenge to those of you who are seekscheme of health care can neverconstitutes change. ing a
Intellectual challenge.
of
this
All
theless offer constructive crit- Probably
the most important And as I observe the differences
and
are
comments
which
icisms
change has taken place in the atin the caliber of students then
definitely considered by the Estitudes of the people of this state and now, this prospect of new Ideas
This
is
inferred
tablishment.
not
toward the avail- and new challenges is the life
as an implied denigration of the and this country
services. There that you are seeking.
of
health
ability
a
Establishment, but merely statea time when health services
was
In conclusion, let me point out
ment of fact. We know they are
a matwere
be
just
you are no longer to be
considered
to
that
there, and they know we are here,
ter between the patient and the classified as students alone, but
and everybody rubs noses to show
as entering members of
how well they get along. You will member of the profession. This is rather
you have chosen
professions
the
the
middle
longer
tenure
on
this
no
true.
In
find during your
subject
and
as
such
to the discampus that the preceding state- thirties under the New Deal, the
philosoattitudes,
and
ciplines,
a
and
of
health
insurance,
beginning
prefairly accurate
ments are
developed
have
been
phies
that
concise description of the student- payment, Veteran's Administration programs, welfare benefits through the years by those whohave
administration faculty relation
and so forth have culminated in preceded you.
ship at UCMC.
You are welcomed to this camAll members of the campus today's Medical programs. The
those of you who are startpus,
of
attitude
the
here
to
American
help you,
public
community are
first year, by one who
ing
your
is
that health services are as
and if student government can
is starting his fiftieth. You have
a
assist in either
large or small much a necessity of life as good,
many advantages over me, I have
manner, just let us know.
shelter, and clothing. We are now one advantage over you. It is said
Again, welcome, and I hope your entering an era where our camthat good judgment comes from
days are short with troubles, nights pus is no longer a "Medical Cenexperience. There is no one
bad
are long with success, and your ter" concerned with disease concampus who has had more
on
this
the
"Hill" a fruitful ditions, but is actually a campus
years on
experience than the chancelbad
experience.
where man and his total environlor.
Dennis Michaud
not only
ment is considered
Willard C. Fleming,
ASUCMC President
his diseases but also his relation
Chancellor.
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LETTERS

I am enclosing a copy of a letter I recently received from Dr.

Marvin Stark, Associate Professor of Operative Dentistry and
Oral Biology in the School of
Dentistry. I am sending this along
in the event it might be of interest to you.

Sincerely yours,
Willard C. Fleming,
D.D.S.
Chancellor

TO

THE

HOPE
The People to People Health
Foundation, Inc.
Cartegena, Columbia

South America
June 28, 1967
Dear Dr. Fleming:
We had a most enjoyable trip
from San Francisco to New York,
Miami, Kingston, Jamaica, Barranquella and finally on to Carte-

EDITOR

gena, Columbia.
When we arrived in Cartegena
there was a critical water shortage and I had to carry all our
drinking water from the "Hope."
We bathed at Irregular hours,
mainly 3:00 to 5:00 A.M. when
we had some water in the local
hotel. Conditions are most pleasant now for we have an apartment right on the CaribbeanOcean
and except for slight inconveniences that crop up from time to
Continued on Page 15

Si!

MILLBERRY CAFETERIA

No!
Some
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Questions

(A copy of the following letter
to Mr, Robert Alexander, Director of the Millberry Union, was
sent to the SYNAPSE.)
Dear Mr, Alexander:
The receipt of a letter from
Chancellor Fleming has just reminded me of a matter which has
disturbed me through the past
year at the Medical Center, In the
form letter from ChancellorFleming it is stated that the cafeteria
in Millberry Union is for the EXCLUSIVE use of Union members
and that student use of the hospital cafeterias is discouraged.
Everyone who regularly eats at
Millberry has seen the fantastic
crush at noon, and has marvelled
at the inefficiency of the steam
table and hamburger stand as well
as the dire shortage of help at peak
hours. This situation is aggravated
by the hordes of delegations, visitors, laboratory personnel, office

Some

utes for a burger and coffee,
only to gulp them down and run
to a lecture in the new building
which is scheduled to commence at

grand way to
keep the waistline down, but there
are other facilities for this function.
In view of the large volume of
very profitable business the dental
students transact with Millberry
Union Bookstore, it seems very
unfair for these same students to
suffer needless inconvenience at
the very cafeteria subsidized by
the excess profits made largely
at their expense.
This is not the service we expect when we pay the Union membership fees, and I hope that you
and the new manager, Mr.Spillane
will take appropriate steps to correct this inequitable situation. If
we are requested not to use the
hospital facilities; and as a rule
employees, patients, hippies, etc., we do comply, these outsiders can
etc. Who also try to eat there at very well use their own facilities
and leave our inadequate and inthe noon hour.
Any number of reasons have efficient cafeteria to us.
Sincerely,
caused me to refrain from partiHerbert W, Fawcett
cipation in student government this
School of Dentistry,
year, so I cannot officially repreClass of 1968
sent the stuudent body of the Dental School, but I am confident that
Cont. from page 2
my feelings are representative of
a large majority ofDental students
MONDAY, OCTOBER 2
who, after spending twenty min- 7:30-11:00 p.m. CAPPING AND
utes cleaning their clinic units, RECEPTION. Medical Science
rush to the cafeteria to be con- Auditorium and Millberry Lounge.
fronted by a line of business
DENTAL HYGIENE
suited delegates stretching from
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 1
the steam table to the lobby, and 1:00-4:30 p.m. COFFEE -TEA,
a line at the hamburger counter West Lounge. Student Membership
that winds around the cafeteria American Dental Hygiene Asto the entrance. Both of these sociation.
lines are frequently populated by
DENTISTRY
more non-members than mem
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 3
bers of Millberry Union. 1 believe 7:00
9:00 p.m. COFFEE, Millthere is a special area of the fa- berry Lounge. Associated Dental
cility for the service of nonStudents and School of Dentistry
members of Millberry Union. To
PHARMACY
add to the discomfiture, the sandFRIDAY, OCTOBER 6
wich robot often chooses to run 6:30-11:30 p.m. Faculty Club Banout of chow at this very time. I quet and Social Hour, School of
have waited more than thirty mm Pharmacy.

12:59. This

is a

•

-

-

Begin
The New School year

**#

posted in the student
The following reply to Mr. Faw- personnel, labor union require- signs will be
before
the end of this
cafeteria
than
a
four
was
also
to
ments
dictate
no
less
cett's letter
sent
the
month.
hour assignment. As you are probSYNAPSE.
The "policing" of patrons is a
ably aware, our customer load
difficult
matter that can lead to
and just after the
just before
Dear Mr. Fawcett:
embarrassment
of a Milland
the
minimal,
hour"
is
the
Thank you for your letter of "noon
employee and of a
berry
Union
"four
hiring
personnel"
of
hour
5,
the
fact
I appreciate
September
legitimate diner. Very often, an
that you have taken time from pre- does not represent an economicalindividual presumed to be a "visithe
problem.
feasible
solution
to
ly
communiquarter preparations to
are
hopeful that tor," "laboratory person," "ofcate your concerns, comments, Once again, we
adjustments"
the
"fixture
cited fice employee," "patient," or
and constructive criticism to my
"hippie" turns out to be a student,
office. (On occasion, a solution to above will alleviate this serious
an alumnus, a faculty member, a
problem.
a problem is not found by reason
2. "Hordes" of Non-Members student wife, or a student guest,
of the fact that the problem was
3. Vending Machines
I think it important that we
not delineated to a party or parAfter one school year of exidentify the difference between the
ties in a position to be of assisnumber of "outsiders" who TRY to perience, we are actively reviewtance.)
ing our vending needs with repreAfter conferring with new Food eat in the student cafeteria during the normal year as opposed sentatives of Serv-O-Mation, InServices Manager Warren D. Spilcorporated. If one or more addilane, I now offer the following to those who ACTUALLY violate
our rules, (During the SUMMER tional "sandwich robots" is needcomments for your considers
certainly be inmonths, it is necessary to feed ed, it will most
tion:
stalled.
1. Mechanical and Personnel ALL diners through the same line
and in the same physical area. It I do hope that these comments
Problems.
the full complexity
nine
years, is important to note, however, that demonstrate
After being open for
problems
of
the
that are before us.
charged
are
a
the cafeteria size and the basic these non-members
You are most certainly entitled to
food
for
the
identical
higher
price
cafeteria equipment are the same
adequate and efficient cafeteria,
as they were when we opened in items.) On occasion, we ARE to an
and
I assure you that with respect
for
groups
(usually
certain
1958 with a student enrollment of blame
entire Millberry Union, adeto
the
attending a Continuing Education
less than 1,400. Our "big, new
and efficiency are goals
quacy
who
enter
our
"short course")
building" is no longer big or new, STUDENT cafeteria in contrast common to the students, the Union
and space in the Union not just
I
to original plans calling for the Board, and the Union staff. would
is bein the Food Department
use of the public cafeteria. The close by encouraging you to remain
ginning to reach critical proporand in contact with me as we strive
Union Board is aw3re of
tions. Mr. Spillane will soon imthese (and sim- to realize these goals.
has discussed
plement certain "fixture adjust
problems at great length.
ments" in the cafeteria fountain ilar)enclose a copy of an office
Cordially,
(I
for
the
area. Specific plans call
reRobert A. Alexander,
memorandum designed to elimmoval/r elocatio n/instal- inate this facet of the problem).
Director
lation of certain rails as well as
Guy S, Millberry Union
more (and larger)
addition,
In
the establishment of a single
"semi-exit pay" cashier station
east and slightly north of the present cafeteria cash register. We
believe that these changes will
yield "modified scramble access"
to the fountain and cafeteria, and
will allow you to order, receive,
and pay for your food in a much
prompter fashion.
"The dire shortage of help at
peak hours" is a problem that is
FOR APPOINTMENT CALL
444JUDAHST.
664-6397
with us
and others who serve
SAN FRANCISCO
"the public" -continuously. Yearin and year-out, we hire campus
students to supplement our permanent staff during the noon hour.
Invariably, however, these students leave us shortly after the
start of the quarter in favor of
larger than expected academic
demands. If we hire part-time
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MILLBERRY UNION CAFETERIA
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Answers

CHRISTMAS
CHARTER FLIGHTS
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DEC 17-JAN 1 (evening)
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1

1

ALL TAXES INCLUDED
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6 Years Dependable Service
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Good Men to Know

- The Deans of Students

above categories, you probably are
not a student here. If you are a
Editor-in-chief
Which is all very sad , , for student, you'll realize the wide
Somewhere in the dim reaches here at the Mcd Center, the Dean variety ofvital services performed
of our high school past, most of of Students is one of the best b y the Dean's Office,
us developed an intuitive distrust men to know on campus.

our early-learned prejudices.

By Frank Sarnquist

.

Swenson. "Our office is always
open, and we are sincerely interested in seeing every student
who has a serious complaint. In
addition, we can offer financialaid
to students with real difficulties."

Corte Madera, was formerly a
member of the Planning and Budget Staff in the Chancellor's Office on the San Francisco Campus,

Dean Lindberg earned his B.S,
at Columbia University,
degree
In addition to those mentioned
New York, and his Master of Busigrowing
Students
To
handle
this
ever
list
above, the Dean of
Is
ness Administration degree at
also the foreign students advisor t of responsibilities, the Office has
Golden Gate College, San Franadded an Associate Dean of Stucisco. He has been a member of
Far too many mistakes and dents, filling the position with the University Staff since 1966,
Peter J. Lindberg. Dean Lindberg
problems g0 unresolved here because stucjents don't take their
So strange as it may seem,Deans
complaints to the right people,"
Swenson and Lindberg and their
If you don't fall into one of the claims Dean of Students Theodore
staff are good men to know and be

and dislike for "Deans". Although
we weren't always sure just why
Got a complaint? Financial probwe felt the way we did, we knew lems? Need a job for yourself or
that things would be best if we wife? Trouble with Selective Servcould discretely avoid their kind. ice or the VA? Interested in health
insurance or in participating in
College, with its shadowy and a community service project?
inaccessible Deans, who were
known chiefly to dispense dismissals, social pro. etc, strengthened

..

Some Tips on a Tough OneThe Housing Problem
By now most of you have probably made living
arrangements for the Fall Quarter, but for those
of you who have not, here is some dope that may
prove helpful.
As of the present, university-operated student
housing is full. The Millberry Men's dorms are
filled to capacity. The Housing Office is accepting
applications for possible winter quarter vacancies,
though. The Parnassus Women's residence has a
waiting list of one, so it is possible that there
will be vacancies before long.
The Aldea San Miguel married student housing
consists of one and two bedroom apartments.
For the one bedroom residences there is a wait-

what shorter waiting list.
For off-campus housing the Housing Office on
the main floor of Millberry Union maintains listing service. A single person will generally have to
pay at least $55 a month for a room. This per
person rate may be expected to decrease somewhat for two or more persons, but housing is at
a premium in this area. Sometimes housing can
be located by combing the area on foot.Often there

are rooms listed on the bulletin boards inside the
Millberry Union on the way down to the sutdent
cafeteria.
Finally, there are a number of fraternities, which
provide rooms for the students of one professional
school-medical, dental, and pharmacy. If you are
interested, contact the Dean's Office of the
respective school for addresses and particulars.

ing list of one to one-and-one-half years. The
two bedroom residences (you must have at least
two children to be eligible for these) have a some-

will be in charge of financial
matters and records. In addition,

Associate Dean
he will do some work with the
Peter J. Lindberer
Registrars office.
known by. Their business is student services, and they are good
Dean Lindberg, a resident of at it.

|Jj|

JOSEPH M. JOHNSON
tl4 SANSOME STREET

#

Dean Theodore Swenson
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Wouldn't your name
look good next to ours?
•

Next time you write a check, and promise to pay someone money, let the
west's oldest bank back your promise up. Open a Special Checking
account at Wells Fargo's 725 Irving Street Office (between Bth & 9thAvenues).
You pay for checks as you use them. No minimum balance is required.
And no bank means more to people who live in the west.
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'Synapse' Recruiting
For Newspaper Staff

View of the new School of Nursing building and Central Campus Court (viewer facing
west). The present schedule is to start construction in the summer of 1968.

SYNAPSE, the official campus
newspaper published by the Guy
S. Millberry Union is again recruiting staff members to work on
publishing the monthly journal of
Mcd Center happenings.
Positions are open in the news,
public affairs, science, and sports
department of the paper. A certain
number of the positions carry
small work-study salaries with
them.
"Working on the SYNAPSE provides students a number of unique
opportunities," said Editor Frank
Sarnquist, "not only does the
Staffer gain experience in preparing material for publication
and an appreciation of the strength
and weaknesses of a newspaper,
but he also gets an intimate glimpse
into many areas of the campus
of which most students are unaware. In addition, the job affords a creative outlet not always found in the Mcd Center

No reasonable material has ever
been refused, and every letter
received is published. The paper
is completely student run and controlled, and each person on the
campus can have as much influence on what gets printed and how
it is presented as he chooses to
work for. The present staff hopes
the student body will recognize
and accept thisresponsibility, concluded Sarnquist.

Mobilization Committee
Holds Spagetti Dinner
The Student Mobilization Committee is holding a spaghetti dinner and party at 6:30 p.m. on
Saturday, Sept. 30 at 61-A Bel-

cher Street.
In addition to thefood and merriment the party will feature entertainment. Everyone is invited and
the price of the affair is one
curricula".
per person.
SYNAPSE is published on the dollar
three
average
every
weeks,
of
once
also be a statistics laboratory for
The United States Public Health and in surgery; a one-way obserService has made -a $1,832,863 vation room to permit viewing of graduate students enrolled in mas- so the job requires only a small
amount of time from each staffer.
grant to the building fund for the nursery procedures; family group ters and doctoral programs.
,TS TH£ RAGE
Almost all the work is done inand
reinforced
therapy, play therapy;
an eightArchitect for the
School of Nursing here.
REGULAR
staffer
can
Work on the new three and a bed multiple discipline unit to concrete structure is George Mat- dividually, so that the
MODEL
arrange what time he chooses to
half million dollar structure is teach nursing skills. There will sumoto of San Francisco.
his
spend at times convenient for
scheduled to begin during the sumTune text
—'
The finest INDESTRUCTIBLE METAL
academic schedule.
mer of 1968 and "will be completed
POCKET RUBBER STAMP. 'A" I 2".
"As a journal of student news,
Send check or muncy order. He
by the fall of 1970.
sure to Include your Zip roue. No
opinions,
attitudes,
and
the
postage or handling rharKes. Add
The six story building, with its
sales tax.
SYNAPSE can only accurately and
46,000 assignable square feet, will
Prompt shipment. Satisfaction Guaranteed
interestingly reflect our student
permit the School to increase its
THE MOPP CO.
of
if
body
a
wide
individspectrum
P. 0. Bos 18623 Lenox Squara Station
enrollment from the current 375
ATLANTA, GA,, 30326
uals take part in its production.
students to a maximum of 525
students. Administrative and facAn immediate purpose of the
Chemistry, biology, math-whatulty offices, conference rooms, ever your field of special inter- tutorial program is helping with
clerical facilities, and graduate est and knowledge, students at a given class or subject. Longstudy cubicles will occupy the Polytechnic High School desper- range goals, however, emphasize
first five floors. The top floor ately need your help. Through identifying students with potential
Is designed to accommodate a community service project in- for careers in the health sciences
specialized teaching facilities, itiated last year, approximately and- encouraging them to seek the
seminar rooms, and laboratories. thirty
Mcd Center students and necessary training.
Among the laboratories included employees served as tutors, and
Additional information on the
in the plans will be a human subthe program generated so much program and application forms
ject room where instruction will enthusiasm that Polytechnic stu- are available in the Office of the
be given in electronic monitoring
dents have already requested Dean of Students, Room 66-U
techniques, such as those used in tutors for the present year.
(Ext. 1063).
coronary and intensive care units

Money Made Available

Nurses to Receive New School

STAMP IT!

—

Tutorial Program
Seeks Assistance

Your Representative at U.C.

CLEANING

CL

LAUNDRY

SNOW WHITE
CLEANERS
ALTERATIONS
664-0550

340 JUDAH

HARRY'S
Carl E. Johanson & Associates

LAUNDERETTE

Exclusive representatives of insurance plans especially
designed for members of their professional associations.

904 COLE ST.

——

•- -

(S.A.M.A. UFE
Student American Medical Association;
A.Ph.A UFE
American Pharmaceutical Association, and
other professional groups.)

Telephone: 755-3770
Minnesota Mutual Life Insurance Company

WASH AND DRY

CLEANING
FINISHED LAUNDRY
PRICES LOW
SERVICE RELIABLE
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/
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Civil Rights - A Considered Analysis of 'The Long Hot Summer'
By Dave E. Bomar

"The Harlem of 1919," reminisces George Schuyler, "was a
small community amid a sea of
whites. It extended from 130th
Street to 143rd St., from Seventh
to Madison Avenue." The Lincoln
and Lafayette Theatres "offered
Shakespearean and other classic
dramas"; Mamie Smith sang the
blues; "Fats Waller played the
organ at the Lincoln, and on Seventh
Avenue near West 135th Street,
Pace and Handy had an office for
their Black Swan Records, which
are now collectors' items much
sought after by jazz fans." In
short, 1920 Harlem was a fashionable part of New York City.
Although barred fromcertain types
of employment resourceful and ingenious Negro families possessed
dignity, stability, and pride.
Confronting many Negroes, today, is the diametrically opposite
situation: the problem of rootlessness. (I repeat, "many Negroes,"
not "the Negro": contrary to popular opinion there are successful
Negroes, although their existence
is seldom acknowledged in liberal
oratory.) What is rootlessness?
It is a state of mind characterized by various degrees of despair,

on the state of arch-enemy. Progress is always
self-pity, frustration, and hatred parently DE FACTO segregation I will comment
at the schools is a political reality mass media in general, but right slow, and the unavoidable necesof self more than others, rootnow I wish to deal with the resity is to tell those who demand
lessness may manifest itself in which must be accepted by everyriots and freedom and equality today that
between
the
lationship
who
would
effect
except
one
those
and
baracts of physical violence
freedom and equality are not goals
racial balance by some 1984 type the sensationalistic press.
barism, as the most recent suman
allby
scheme
carried
out
which are easily and quickly achmers in Newark, Cleveland, and
ieved. These are the less-thanDetroit have shown us. Waiting powerful educational dictator.
My contention: that the Ameri- hopeful prospects that face the
Immediately after the Watts riot,
for the citizens ofAmerica appears
press is not living up to its new leaders.
can
as NATIONAL REVIEW says, "It
to be a protracted crisis of still unAccording to Mayor Sam Yorty
to assume that the responsibilities. In the critical
possible
was
known dimension.
situation which presently exists of Los Angeles, "The problem is
simpure
poverty
cause
was
and
is
be
What
the
What is to
done?
The cure: instant Great the press has the unprecedented economic. It revolves around givsolution? 1 offer no panaceas, but I ple
Society
a federal grant of $1.7 opportunity to make a meaningful ing a job to every person who is
hope to contribute to the discusside of order willing to work. I disagree that ecomillion; work programs; welfare contribution to the
sion.
.
programs; a new police chief; and of calm, rational discussion. nomics is THE reason that a riot
opportunity, occurs, but certainly it is a conCommunity Alert Patrols; a bus Instead of seizing this
It seems that the pertinent quespress has chosen to bestow tributing factor to both the involvet
he
the
outer
linking
ghetto
line
the
to
tion to be asked is not "How long
upon us the insane threats and ment in a riot and the development
can the fabric of society endure city and enabling residents to get
no-think gibberish of Stokely Car- of rootlessness. Where are these
jobs;
creative
arts
these riots?" but rather "How out and get
mtchael, Rap Brown, ETAL, (Gen- jobs to come from? Considering
diverworkshops
fancy
and
other
long MUST the fabric of society
erally on page one, of course). One first the private sector of the ecoendure these riots?" Sniping, loot- sions and distractions. Yet when
can almost feel the ensuing har- nomy, it is an established fact that
ing and arson are likely to become Detroit burned, it burnedalso $185 dening
of racial attitudes every industries which would normally
on
permanent features of the urban million in federal funds based
time one of them opens his mouth. provide employment have been
Watts,"
presumptive
cure
for
summer for the reason that the the
It is not my contention that the packing up and moving to the subIf we are to go by the amount of
causes of the riots are not well
has ever instigated a riot. urbs, primarily because of inpress
prior
a
understood. Nothing that we do federal money spent in city
started,
however, spectacu- creasing taxes. And as one source
Once
can be done with absolute, certain- to the occurence of a riot, Detroit
page
coverage tremend- of tax monies disappears taxes
one
lar
comes out as being one of the
ty of even partial success.
further Inciting must be further increased, which
ous
for
potential
The immediate response to any least likely candidates. The dis- the
of nihilism increase will effect the departure
depths
to
new
mob
aster in that city was physically
riot is simply to stop it, PournelReally large riots, of still more firms. One fact is
and
destruction.
than
thedisaster
le's Law would seem appropriate more destructive
remember, last for a period of certain: if we desire that industry
in this situation: "People will in Watts, though. Perhaps, then,
days. Is it not possible remain in urban locations, we
our
at- about five
have order. They will voluntarily we must seek further in
acts occuring should
atrocious
that
some
not tax it to death and eximpose it on themselves from tempt to solve the problems which
fifth day were not inspired tinction. People of divers political
on
the
within, or they will have someone face us.
by something that the performers persuasions, such as Robert Kenimpose it on them from without,"
of the acts had read previously? Is nedy and William F, Buckley, have
Bayard Rustin says much the same
In the introduction to this col- it not possible that person who is argued in favor of establishing tax
thing: "The rioting must be stopumn I identified what I chose to marginally opposed to rioting, who
if
incentives for .new
ped. Whatever force is necessary call the problem ox rootlesshess.
would not otherwise participate in they locate in or near the central
should be used ."Thus, one may As I see it this is the fundamental
acts of destruction, would decide city. "'iJ ,s
be assured that any riot will be problem faced by those who are
to enter the arena of lawlessness
New" York City, additionally,
stopped by force and with great
driven off of the farm and into the because everyone else, according poses an especial problem for
the
haste. (Acting on
rationale urban ghetto by the inevitable proto the newspapers (and other small business (which is also leavthat a show of force would incite cess of mechanization. Lacking
branches
of the mass media-news- ing at an alarming rate): a tax systhe rioters to even greater heights the job skills that are in demand
are
not the only guilty
papers
numerous
of frenzy, Governor Romney tried (and, therefore, lacking a job) and party), seems to be involved? I tem which consists of
and
stipends,
loopholes,
levies,
a delaying tactic in the Detroit more important, without old
invite the representatives of the regulations and is an accountant's
situation to his later consternafriends, relatives, family and American press to consider and nightmare.
If bookkeeping costs,
tion.)
church, these people develop root- reassess very carefully their
which
are
fixed
costs in the case
on
the
And one final comment
lessness. More than school busing standards of reportage.
of a small firm, become prohibirecent convulsions. Various news and the federal pork barrel are
tive, the result is evident. When
commentators have referred to required to alleviate this condihe ran for mayor of New York in
"race" riots in this country. As tion.
Who will assume the positions 1965 on the Conservative Party
of the present day, we have yet to
Paraphrasing Daniel P, Moyleadership in the civil rights ticket, William Buckley proposed
"race"
riot
which
of
endure a real
nihan (author of THE MOYNImovement during the next decade? a simple reform of accounting and
literally pits race against race, A HAN REPORT AND THE POLIas progress is concerned taxing procedures thatpromised to
riot which is truly intended to
TICS OF CONTROVERSY), Wil- As far
"Get Whitey" would take place liam F. Buckley says, "The whole the Rap Browns and Stokely Car- save millions of dollars for the
in Beverly Hills and Glendale, as question of Negro equality was not michaels have no future. Although city (city auditors are also rewell as Watts; in Dearborn and answered merely by successive they may have the pleasure of quired to ascertain the validity of
Gros Pointe, as well as Detroit. civil rights enactments, but by telling the white man and his in- tax returns, you will remember)
go to hell, they will and for business. Buckley was, of
Up until now it has been the Nethe acknowledgement that thefam- stitutions to
gro whose home and belongings ily was the crucial unit in social not accomplish anything with their course, handily defeated, New York
continues to suffer under the anhave been burned, whose abode is progress, and that statistics show self-defeating tactics.
tiquated tax system, and jobless
Luther
subsequently uninsurable, and
King?
Martin
James
that the dissolution of the Negro is
Negroes languish In the ghettoes.
"reachsays
King
whose job or place of business is
Baldwin
that
has
a progressive phenomenon ,
Assume for a moment that we
rope,"
signs
Brother"
ed
the
end
of
his
BuckBill
destroyed ("Soul
The Negro family must be helped
were conspicuous only by their to cohere, else all the formal ley concurs that he "increasingly have enticed more Industry to the
emerges as the Harold Stassen of central city. There are nowfurther
ineffectiveness.) If a genuine race equalities
bestowed by Congress in
obstacles to getting a job, the pririot occurs, we shallbe well aware
the civil rights movement."
the numerous civil rights bills
From
somewhere
must come mary one being minimum wage
of its existence.
becomes meaningless."
new leaders: clergymen, business- laws. Although these laws are supUntil this familial cohesion is
men, teachers, yes
even pro- ported by many well meaning
attained, the problem of rootlesssuspect that people, who believe that they raise
Having desegregated with "deness will continue toplague us. Can fessional athletes. (I
liberate speed" for thirteenyears, a family be Induced to stay to- someone like Willie Mays could real wages, their only effect is
the US. Office of Education in- gether by a subsidy? Certainly do more for a group of youngsters to Insure that no person whose
market wage isbelow the minimum
forms us that there are presently subsidies keep body and soul to- than anyone else.)
No one will envy the task that wage standard will be hired.Labor
more Negroes in all-Negro schools gether, but they hardly provide
than there were in 1954. Busing of a basis on which to build a stable these leaders must carry out. unions support minimum wage laws
students across school district family life. Liberalized divorce Having assumed their tremendous not because these laws directly
boundary lines is all but a dead laws are unlikely to help any. burdens they will be called Uncle raise wages, but because they
issue, for the fact remains that The solution to the dilemma here Tom's and white stooges by the have the effect of restricting the
parents will not tolerate having posed will not be easy to come by. young militants and will be ad- supply of labor which will ultimonished to step cautiously and mately raise the market wage.
to send their children long disIt goes without saying that sen- slowly by those who wish to avoid For the unskilled Negro whose
tances from home in large cities,
sationalism is the stuff which bethe injudicious destruction of val- market wage is low, minimum wage
Harold Howe not-with-standing, gets impressive newspaper
circu- uable institutions. In the last analy- laws, which will next Increase on
the neighborhood school concept
lation statistics. In a future column sis it would seem that time is the
Continued on Page 13
remains firmly entrenched, Ap-
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!ss*s: Share Apt.
$70 opp. U.C. Medical Center,
girl to share spacious 3 room
furnished. Sundeck, view, 681

-

5053.

:&:&$$ For Rent $£$$■$:

——

The Drinking
is available
Gourd (see ad)
afternoons, early evenings for
special groups. Call 435-1505.
Bar available

_

;:;:;Si:i:;:is;s;;Travel §i§;:|issss
Christmas Charter Flights Oak
Europe
$143, Oak.
N.Y.

—

—

$355, round trip jets, write UCNA
Charters, PO Box 267, Orinda or
phone 548-1673.

mm Help Wanted Mm
Secretary, part-time, good typist

for clerical and receptionist
duties. For assoc. students and
all Cal Presidents Council, Contact Dennis Michaud, 249 MU or
phone EX 2010, 2880.

:•::;::•::; Miscellaneous W8&
THE TIME IS NOW
Your life can be extended indeffinitely by having your body frozen
immediately after death and kept
in cryogenic storage. Reanlmation
will depend on the future capabilities of medical science. For inCryonics
formation: write to
Society of California, 22020 San

—

Miquel, Woodland Hills, California

91364.
Body toning and correct posture
ease tired musdevelopment

—

cles, relieve tension. Wed. nites,
610 Parnassus
Klarna Pinska,
Ext:

2231.
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Flicks Feature Illumination, Entertainment
Brief Reviews
Of Friday Films

film was made in 1961, and its
stature has increased to the point
where it is considered to be a
masterpiece by many writers on
By Burt Spilker
cinema. There are no cliches,
For all of you movie buffs, as no deep messages, but just a great,
well as you cinema neophytes, and very enjoyable, film. Showing
Friday night films at U.C. are Friday, October 6 in the Med.
where it's at. Whether it's en- Science Aud.
tertainment or illumination that
'Ipcress File'
you're after, you'll want to check
out the Friday night flicks. All
"Ipcress File," the film that
are late vintage models that are made Michael Came will be shown
guaranteed to please, along with
a short short added for spice.

American films or similar calibre, that telegraph their plots long
in advance. Filmed in color, it includes a strobe show that could
compete with most light performances at the Fillmore Auditorium,
"Munro," the short on the same
bill, is an animated cartoon of a
four year old who is drafted into
the Army. Jules Feiffer did the
cartoon, so you can imagine the
satire, irony and humor that the
it does too.
film must have

...

'Jules and Jim'
"Jules and Jim" was directed

by Francois Truffaut, who also

directed "400 Blows," "Shoot the
Piano Player," "Fahrenheit4sl,"
and "Soft Skin." However, this
film is his unquestioned masterpiece. The story deals with a
triangular love affair of two men
for the same woman, set in an
era that sandwiches the First
World War. Kathe (Jeanne Moreau) is amoral, uninhibited, and
sometimes irrational. It is these
features of her character that
make one think of the Dada movement in post-war Europe. Other
viewers have compared theevoked
mood with the spirit found in the
writings of F. Scott Fitzgerald.
Jules (Oskar Werner) is a German
who's friend Jim (Henri Serre) is
French. Their behavior is usually
more predictable than Kathe's, although each of their characters
are naturally quite different.
The treatment of this work is
very poetic and romantic, yet not
romantic in the style that has been
clinched by many others. This

Jules and Jim romp with Jeanne Moreau, who loves both
from Francois Truffaut's movie of the same name.
Friday, September 29. This fast
paced spy 7:30 P.M. in the Med.

Science Aud. thriller surpasses his
later works made in a similar vein
("Alfle," "Funeral in Berlin")
for excitement, changes In plot,
enjoyment. All amaand toto
teur slueths will want to compare
this film, that stays three steps
ahead of the audience, with most

—

Group under New Director

'Women in the Dunes'
Many people have described
"Woman in the Dunes" as being
a very pessimistic film, while
others have brought out what they
consider to be its optimistic message. My own feelings are that the
picture represents the director's
views of life, which can neither
be described as optimistic nor
pessimistic. His impressions must

be described as realistic, in that
life, just is
without any absolute
values being attributed to it. Although one man's life may be more
positive or negative relative to his
neighbor, the universe itself is
indifferent, and far removed from

—

human reason and aspirations.
The film seems to be divided
into two parts. The first describes
what happens to a particular member of society, who as a lepidopterist seeking to capture butterflies is captured himself. His
attempts at escape, and his adjustments to a totally new environment, are explored. The second
part of the film deals with him as
a prototype of Man, and explores
the "human condition" (i.e., man's
cum man) through him,
N When I first saw this film at
the Lincoln Center Film Festival,
Hiroshi Teshigahara, the director, said that the film has three
characters: the man, the woman,
and the sand. Many moods are
evoked by the sand, which as a
major character performs its role
quite well. 1 once read of a film
described as hauntingly beautiful,
and although I forget which film
the ads were referring to, it seems
appropriate for this film. The love
scene is in my opinion among the
most erotic scenes ever captured
on celluloid, and its beauty alone
is worth the effort of attending
this film.
Showing Friday, October 13 in
the Mcd, Science Aud„ 7:30 P.M.

sically, and steps back to look at

himself and the circle that surhim. The plot isadmittedly
confused, c ontradictory,
and meanders, which theadherents
of this film claim to be one of its
major virtues. Many of "8-1/2's"
proponents are so strong that they
claim it to be the finest film
ever made or the summation of
everything that the cinema has
been, and say that it must be
seen many times. While not feeling nearly this strongly about the
film, I think that it IS a very fine
cinematic achievement, although it
definitely needs tighter editing that
would pare forty or so minutes
from the film. I do not think that
this would affect the plot, or even
the pace of the film but would
serve to emphasize the various
points that the director is trying
to make. There is just too much
irrelevant material which interferes with the major themes of
the work. See the film and decide for yourselves.
Showing, Friday, October 20,
7:30 P.M. in the Med. Science Aud.
rounds

Film Schedule
September 29: Munro-lpcrlss File

October 6: Interview-Jules and

Jim

-

October 13: A Short History
Woman in the Dunes
October 20: Neighbors 8-1/2
The Millberry UnionFilm Series
will be held in theMedicalSciences
Auditorium each Friday at 7:30
P.M. during the term. Admission
"8-1/2" is one of those films is $.50 for Millberry Union Memthat strikes everyone differently. bers, children under the age of
It is seemingly the story of Fel- twelve are admitted free and all
lini himself at a point where he others $.75.
is very tired emotionally and phy-

'B%'

'Singers' Recruiting
Following two highly successful years under the musical direction
of O. Dale Blackburn, the "Millberry Singers" begin their third season with a new director and a bright future.
Mr. Blackburn, the first and only director of the choral group will
be leaving the group this year to resume his own professional endeavors. In the short two years under Mr. Blackburn's direction he
has created an outstanding and musically excellent choral group.
Lead tenors Phil Hinton and Richard Vanderbilt expressed the feeling
of the entire group when they said that Mr. Blackburn's unquestionable musical ability, good taste and sense of humor has made the
past year rewarding and enjoyable. We will all miss him and wish
him the best of luck.
The "Millberry Singer's" new director, Frederic Wilkins, was
sought out and hired on the recommendation of Mr. Blackburn,
Presently a vocal instructor at Galileo High School, Mr. Wilkins
has a lengthy list of accomplishments including tours with the Gregg
Smith Singers and theLos Angeles Master Chorale (under the conduction of Roger Wagner).
The "Millberry Singers" are seeking new members from amongst
new students and old students. Auditions are not required. Ability
and experience are not the most important criterion; what the choir
needs is interest. While we do enjoy performing, the real goal of the
Singers is to have fun. Everyone has a voice in the music we sing
(pardon the pun) and where- we perform. If you have a need to have
fun, if you want to vent your anxieties and frustrations, if you sing
in the shower and want someone else to hear, if you want a chance to
influence your group by your presence —come to the first meeting
to be held Thursday, October 12, in the Millberry Music Room, 5:30
P.M. to 7 P.M. (refreshments will be served), or contact Milanna
Nickliss, MU Rm 238, 666-2019.

Stars Eljl Okada and Kyoko Kishida in a violent scene from "Woman in the Dunes';
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The American Conservatory
Theatre (A. C. T.) will open their
1967-1968 season on October 31
1967, with a new production or
William Ball, GeneralDirector of
A. C. T..
As most of you now realize,
A. C. T. will operate year round
in San Francisco. Their forty weeff
season at the Geary and Marines
theatres will be underwrittenby the
California Theatre Foundation.
Judging by last season's works,
I am quite enthusiastic about thei.fr
plans andwish themevery success.
They too are very optimistic about
the coming season, since they are
now primarily free of worries
about finances, and can devotf
themselves entirely to artistic
concerns.
One such endeavor which has
already been highly successful is
the professional training that theja
offer. A. C. T. announces that they
are the first theatrical organization to offer year round advanced
professional training plus year
round performances.
During the summer months,
several of A. C. T.s fine direc-

w
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tors spoke about interpretations
of the plays that they direct. The
series of eight weekly talks were
presented on Saturday mornings";
and were open to the public, although there was a $2.50 admission charge. Information about

Jazz musician Vince Guaraldi
Vince Guaraldi, one of the few jazz musicians who has experienced the sensation of having one of his own jazz compositions be
a national hit disc, will appear with his trio on Thursday, October
19 in the Steninger Gymnasium from 12 noon to 1 p.m.
Guaraldi appearance marks the first Meridian West noontime

FOLK SINGING

L

•

BEER • WINE • CHEESES
iSEEALSO CLASSIFIED ADi

A

program of the year.
"It's a wild feeling," says
Guaraldi, "It's like building a
rocket in your cellar and catching your tie in its tail when it
goes off!"
Guaraldi, who has played with
Woody Herman, Cal Tjader, June
Christy, The Lighthouse All-Stars
and other groups, wrote a tune
several years ago called "Cast
Your Fate to the Wind." It took
him five years and an accident
to get it released as a single
record.

In addition to recording for FanVince also operates as a
recording director under a special
arrangement, for both his own
material and for other artists.

tasy,

Vince's

engagements have in-

cluded the Hungry i, the Blackhawk, the Trident, Sugar Hill, and
concerts at the University ofCalifornia's Greek Theatre and the

Bear's

Lair, He also appeared
at the 1962Monterey Jazz Festival,
where he was one of the stars.
His number, "Cast Your Fate

to the Wind", wona Grammy Award

"Cast Your Fate" incidentally, as "Best Jazz Instrumental" for
was the first hit in the 13 yean 11962, from the NationalAcademy of
(Recording Arts and Sciences.
history of Fantasy Records.

'World of the Artist' Opens
Millberry Lobby Exhibits
A group showing consisting of
painters, sculptors and print
makers who reside in Marin County. Exhibiting the work of each
artist, various media and the scope

-

621 IRVING ST.
at 7th Aye.
PHONE 731-8270

of the artist's work as their means
of communication, their essential
speech.

ARTIST: MARIN consists of
many artists on the faculties of
leading Bay Area colleges. All
devote full time to the pursuit of
art as a career.

Francisco Art Institute presented
a highly successful show at the
San Francisco Theological Seminary in San Anselmo. Some 30 of
these artists decided to form a
flexible organization to present
exhibitions of their current work.
The purpose of theseexhibitions
is to show the work of each artist
the various media, and the scope
of the artist's work. Obviously this
cannot be done in one show, but
through one-man, duo, four-man,
and full group exhibitions, it is
hoped that members of ARTISTS:
MARIN will be presented to the

ARTISTS: MARIN originated
last fall, when Marin members
of the artist membership of San viewing public in depth.

future talks and other A. C. T.
sponsored events will be
as the publicity releases are issued, on the bulletin board out- ;
side the main library.
More detailed information about
4
the coming season, which will in f
elude about thirty-one different
plays, will be presented in the
next issue of the "Synapse." In
summarizing last season's record,
A. C. T. offered two hundred and*
ninety-six performances of sixteen plays during twenty-two weeks
at two theaters. This represents
more activity than by any repertory company in the country.
Geary Theatre operated at an aver-

-

Union OpensSCansdeGl,uitr
Millberry Union announces the
following classes will be avail-

able for the Mcd Center communl f
ty:

Materials (to make two pairs of
sandals) and tools will be distributed at the first session.
Where: Public Cafeteria (Mill-$
berry Union).
When: Thursday

-

8 sessions, Ist
session Oct. 12, 1967.
10:15 p.m.*
Time: 7:15 p.m.
It is advisable to wear casuals
attire suitable for this type of ac-

-

tivity.
�Subject to change.

Class 1

-

BEGINNING

-Room,*
eight

sessions Where: Madrone
Time: 7:00 p.m. 8:30 p.m., Ist

-

-
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A.C.T. A Look at Its Activities and a Critical Review

be fair or even necessarily
preferable to expect Welsh accents In the cast, one dislikes
feeling that the actors and the
play are being held in check, and
not allowed to break through the
imposed restraints, and into a
more full presentation. Perhaps
not

J> Scene from

A.C.T.'s 'Death of a Salesman'

ge of sixty-two per cent capacity
md the Marines Theatre at eighty-

vM

cent.Moliere's"Tartuffe"

the most popular production
over 40,000 saw a performance),
md Thomas' "Under Milkwood"
>layed to the greatest capacity
seventy-six per cent) at the Geary
rlPeatre. Finally, box office
•eceipts amounted to just shy of
,800,000. It is also certain that
ill of these figures will be far
lurpassed in the coming season.

•

Under The Dried-Out
Milkwood
All of us in the Bay Area aphaving A. C. T. perormances in San Francisco. They
aye set high standards for themelves and in general have met
r surpassed them. Nonetheless,
ojue of their productions have
lisfired. One such example is
lylan Thomas' "Under Milkrood." Anyone who has listened
s the recorded performance of
tyJan himself recite from this
lork (Caedmon TC 2005) or has

seen a good performance, must
be impressed with the poetic and

overall lyrical quality of thework.
It is exactly this lyrically poetic
form which is missing in the
A. C. T. production. The blame
for this probably lies with the
director, Byron Ringland, although
the programl mentions "Original
Conception by William Ball," He
or they presented the work as a
sort of Welsh "Our Town." The
play therefore came across in a
flat style without the intended modulation. A. C. T.s direct style of
acting was evident in a few enjoy-'
able scenes of childhood exhuberance and spirited songs of sailors.
But the inner vitality and lyrical
emphasis that should have dominated the play were absent. What
we heard was moving poetry being
recited rather than sung, and what
we saw, was a number of virtuos performances, where several
actors took various roles—usually
performing them quite well.
Ray Reinhardt as the "First
Voice" spoke his lines with flawless enunciation. Although it would

the choice of this work itself was
a mistake, and certainly presenting it in the Geary theatre was a
gross artistic error, since it lends
itself better to recitation than to
a stage performance. In fact, the
very first performance of "Under
Milkwood" consisted of a reading
at the ninety-second Street YMHA
in New York (1954), with Dylan
himself taking the main speaker's
voice and the part of the Reverend
Eli Jenkins. Rene Auberjonois, an
exceedingly fine actor, portrayed
the Reverend in this production,
in a very impressive manner, although stylistically in accord with
the other members of the cast.
I found Paul Shenar as the Second
Voice to be a much weaker performer than the others, but it is
possible that I caught him on a bad
night.
Although the conception of the
play was not to my liking, the
actual performance offered by

-

-

1Class

-

-

-

-

-

IV V ADVANCED eight
Where: Madrone Room
8:30 p.m. 10:00p.m. When:
lursdays, Ist session Oct. 12,

kuions

Lffie:

KIATERIALS

-

NEEDED: sheet
Isle will be provided; each stuwill need a six string guitar.
(Sign-ups for the Millberry Sing-

B

ers will be taken at the Millberry

Union Central Desk.

Where: Music Room, refresh

-

ments will be served.
When: First meeting, Thursday,

Oct. 12, 1967, 5:30 p.m.
p.m.

-

7:30

Prerequisites: An ability to read
sheet music is preferred.
Materials Needed: All sheet music will be provided by the Millberry Union.

NO FEE CHARGED
POLICIES
Slgn-ups for all classes will be
taken at the Millberry Union Central Desk beginning Monday, September 25, 1967, and continuing
through until classes are in ses-

GENEROUS
LIBATIONS

;■
�

*

:
*

Lombard at Webster

*

fßiltll

*|f"

•*

transaction :
'

"

0N THt CORNf£ 0F EIGHTH AND IRVING
L06-5000
SAN FR NCISCO

*

*
the

WISHING WELL

STUDENT USHERS
STUDENT USHERS are needed for
various San Francisco productions. Ushering will be available
for all programs presented at the
Opera House, A.C.T, at the Geary
Theatre, and various programs
at the Masonic Auditorium and the
Curran Theatre. Interested students may sign-up with Judy Cunningham at the Millberry Union
Central Desk Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

sion.
,ENROLLMENT FEES
Students and spouses
$12.00
Children
$12.00
Faculty
$12.00
(if non-union members)., $15.00
Employees
$15,00
$15,00
Guests*
* Guests will be admitted if the
classes are not filled during the
first meeting of the courses.
Classes are subject to cancellation is sufficient enrollment is
not met. There will be no cancellations or refunds after classes
are in session.
FURTHER INFORMATION
Contact the Millberry Union
Program Department, Room 238,
phone 666-2019.

;j

a****************************'*

A. C, T. merits a great deal of
Bert Spilker

'

G

Tasty Pizza

praise.

UnionOpens Sandal, Guitar Classes
ession Oct. 10, 1967.
Class II
INTERMEDIATE
sessions Where: Madrone
10:00
oom Time: 8:30 p.m.
.m. When: Tuesdays, Ist session
ct. 10, 1967.
Class 111 BEGINNING eight
eMions Where: Madrone Room
ime: 7:00 p.m. 8:30 p.m. When:
hursdays, Ist session Oct. 12,

D
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LA DOLCE VITA
A brief biased opinion of restaurants and night spots that have been
popular with Medical Center students necessarily included good food
or beverages at responsible prices.

FOOD
OLIVER TWIST FISH N' CHIPS, sth and Judah: New, 1-1/2 blocks
from Med. Center. Large portions, open for lunchand from 4:30 I
to 11:00 p.m.
COLONIAL DELICATESSEN, 7th and Irving: Great sandwiches to ;
;
take out. Exotic treats.
VILLA ROMANO, Bth and Irving: Good pizza and other dinners, j

\

pleasant atmosphere.

PASQUALES, Bth and Irving: Good pizza.
',
HOUSE OF DONUTS, Frederick and Stanyan: Open 24 hours, coffee
;
and donuts and a side show,
PEKING RESTAURANT, Cole and Parnassus: Quiet, most interesting \
Chinese food outside of Chinatown.
LITTLE ITALY, Judah at 29th: Family owned restaurant, big portions, superb food.
EL SOMBRERO, Geary and 21st: Mexican food, tastefuldecor, pear
shaped bartender.
GOLDEN CREPES RESTAURANT, 21st and Irving: All varieties of

:

•:

crepes.

DRINK

:

•

Local

■■;

WISHING WELL, 7th and Judah: A Mcd Center tradition.
j
EMBERS, 7th and Judah: Also a Mcd Center tradition.
j
TRANSACTION, Bth and Judah: Hoping to become a Mcd Center tra-

••
:•
••

dition. Recently remodeled, once an old bank.

I/THOU COFFEE HOUSE, Haight and Cole: Continuous entertainment. ]
No I.D. required.
j
Marina
j

DRINKING GOURD, 1898 Union: Folk singing, beer, cheese and nuts

—

cheap.

SWISS VILLAGE, 1994 Lombard St: Very good band, place
Sunday night.

to

go on

\

Other districts

11th and Clement: Live band, free dance lessons
by Frank Mori on Tuesday nights —learn to Frug, Skate;etc.

JOLLY
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I

;
ZAKS, Sausalito: Turtle races Wednesday nights,'
STRAW HAT, Telegraph at Alcatraz, Berkeley: Thirty piece banjo |
band on Thursday nights. Get there early.
j
BUENA VISTA, Beach and Hyde: Just follow the cable car to the end j
of the line and meet a Friday night date —and Irish Coffee.

Humanities - Ways In & Ways
Out or What Could Be There
or The Many and the One 0r...
the course or finding out more about it,
please sign your name and phone number

The fall quarter at UC Medical Center
opens with its usual uproar ofexcitement,
but this particular quarter, thanks to the
ASUCMC (and that includes you), something new has been added to spice up the
perennial flavor of enthusiasm so characteristic of the first quarter medical
sciences devotee. This added touch of
spice is brought to the campus in the
guise of a humanities course. I say guise
is rather
because "humanities course"
a self limiting term, which in its own
non-descript way can very easily turn one
off. Nevertheless, a gentleman by the
name of Professor Lawrence Fixel has
made the provocative offer to conduct
this non-credit, one night a week, excursion into the world of humanities. His
focus will be upon writers and their
work. The scope of the course will be as
flexible as the participants therein would
like, that is to say, that those who dien to
take advantage of the course shall by their
active interest create its structure. The
literature read, the questions asked will
belong to the people who participate (with
a little friendly guidance from professor
Fixel). The setting for the course will
hopefully be the good professors home,
seminar fashion, but within the comfortable intimacy of a firelight discussion ora
sip of a nicely aged red wine on occasion.
If you are interested in participating in

on the sheet outside the Associated Students Executive offices, 249 Millberry
Union. Professor Fixel will be on this
campus during the first week of classes,
date to be announced on the bulletinboard,
to talk about what he wants to do with a
group of interested students. The course
is voluntary. You can come and go, talk
or be silent, read or just listen, as you
please. You'll get as much from it as you
can see to take.
.'■'•"■.

.

■ ■

*

*

To the veteran UCMC student theFriday
night movies are a familiarattraction when
the pockets are empty, and even when they
are not. The entertainment is reputably
good; this quarter appears quite promising for more reasons than meet the eye.
This quarter the ASUC will sponsor guest
lecturers for several of the films. The
lectures will talk about the film being
presented, or something related thereto.
The lectures will precede the films presented in the Med. Sciences Aud. Announcements will be made at each Friday
night session, concerning coming attractions, and they will also be noted on the
bulletin boards and in the SYNAPSE. I
heartily recommend an enjoyable season
for all filmgoers.
Pat Brother

Noon Programs' Schedule Announced
—
—

ground for the poetry of WilFAIR and TREASURE ISLAND NOVEMBER 6
DR. LEAKEY
The NOON TOPICS lectures are OCTOBER 18—THEFLIGHT OF A
AND THE DAWN OF MAN
liam Butler Yeats.
KPIX documentary films on
STORMY PETREL. William
the 1915 and 1939 Internation- NOVEMBER 13
A HOUSE IS
E. Mayer, Director of Mental OCTOBER 9 —SWEDEN—TROUBLE IN PARADISE
Health for Humboldt and Del
al Expositions
BURNING. The story of Jack
the various aspects of the bioLondon.
Norte Counties
OCTOBER 16
EXPO '67 and OCTOBER 30 —MAYA THROUGH
logical, sociological and geograph"A LECTURE
THE AGES A scientific advenical environment which influences OCTOBER 25
SASKATCHEWAN JUBILEE
ture in the land of the Mayas Please patronize our advertisers.
BY MARK TWAIN" Clarence OCTOBER 23
THE INNOCENT
the physical and psychological
W.W. Mayhew, Architect
well-being of man. Programs are
held at 12:15 p.m. on Wednesdays
�
in the Mcd Sciences Auditorium.
SEI-1707
Noon films, presented by the
Everyone is welcome. The programs are sponsored by the Com- Committee for Arts and Lectures,
will be shown from 12:05 to 1:00
mittee for Artist Lectures.
OCTOBER 4 —THE LEE SCHIP- on Mondays in the MedicalSciences
PER QUINTET. An award win- Auditorium.
ning jazz quintet from U,C, OCTOBER 2 —RHAPSODY AND
Men
Apparel
REQUIEM, The story of RobBerkeley
Coats, dresses, knit suits, car coats, sweaters,
|]
and Boys
inson Jeffers —a KPIX docuOCTOBER 11 —"LSD 25" an
mentary film.
illustrated lecture, Earle M.
Marsh, Coordinator of Allied
YEATS COUNTRY —The Irish
Charge Accounts BankAmericard Diners Card
ffl
landscape provides a back
2219 IRVING STREET
Health Professions, U.C., S.F.
designed to promote an interest
in Human Ecology, encompassing

—
—

—

-
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PLUMBING SUPPLIES
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Avenue Typewriter Sales
VENI,VIDI,VICI
FACIT MAKES IT EASY
kAlso Electric Smith-Corona

1

724 IRVING STREET
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Contact us now for
Sales or Service.
O Irving near 7th Aye.
Just down the hill from UC
Open daily 9:30-6-Saturday 10-3
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Civil Rights Continued...
Continued from Page 8
stead of sitting at home, (New
York City has a law which states
that anyone receiving welfare
monies can be required to work
laws and who cannot get into the on designated municipal projects,
all-white (in many cases) skilled but try and enforce that one I)
trades unions, such as the conThe number of topics that one
struction unions in New York or
the skilled divisions of the United could discuss in a column would
fill books. In this brief article,
Auto Workers in and around Detroit? (You don't suppose the fact though, I have hopefully identified
that Negroes have all the low- some of the aspects of an infinitely
paying, unskilled jobs and whites complex human equation with no
the high-paying, skilled jobs had idea as to whether definite real
anything to do with the Detroit roots can be calculated. (Conserriot?) And the unions have virtual vatives disdain simplistic, procontrol over who enters their ap- grammatic, problem and answer
prenticeship programs. And the approaches toithe dilemmas facing
National Labor Relations Board society.) Although this conclusion
wreaks vengeance upon any em- is a direct insult to the rationalist,
ployer who would attempt to deal I can assure you that HUBRIS is
with any prospective employees, not going to solve one single probin this case Negroes, instead of lem. The most difficult task is to
state a means that will do somethe unions.
Finally, what is to be done if a thing to help alleviate the problems
person cannot find work or can of the urban ghetto, it being so easy
work only at an unlivable wage? to say that something will not work
For those working at an un- Ron Karenga haranguing the audlivable wage the answer must be ience on the Joe Pytie show will only
a welfare supplement bf some type gain more votes for George Walat least they are making a lace, Although In the present sitstart at earning a living even uation certitude is at a premium,
though the wage is low. For those all I can honestly say with cerwithout work public spending could tainty is to agree with Barry Goldcreate jobs. Indeed, large amounts water who said that racial equality
of public welfare money might is "a matter of the heart." Beyond
profitably be spent for public works this point one treads on thin ice
projects to get people working in- no matter where he steps.
February I, 1968 are a disaster,
A further problem: what of the
Negro who has excellent job skills
and Is unaffected by minimumwage

Conclusion

- -

—

ASKfiwc-.t; ampins winn

STEAK BAKE*

Tuition and Us, Continued
From page 3

In a letter sent to eachof the Regents, David B. Durand, representing the UC Associated Students Presidents' Council requested that
"two uon-voting student members be provided on the Regental
Committee, recently formed to study the amount of increase neces-

sary in student fees and how these fees will be spent."
Additionally, the Joint Committee on Higher Education of The
California Legislature has invited Denis Michaud, President of The
ASUCSFMC, to testify at hearings to be held on October 16 in San
Francisco. These hearings will be concerned with such problems
as, "What are the present sources of support for public higher education?", "What new or expanded sources are available to the State?",
"Are there any objective criteria for determining who should help
pay for public higher education and how much?" and "To what extent
are low-income students held back from obtaining a college education
because of the cost?".

FIFTH AVENUE

FOOD MART

Old Medical School Site - "The Quad"
12:00 NOON - 4:00 PM
SUNDAY OCT. 8

GREETING CARDS

j NuUU

Auetute,

PHONE 664-7393

WmJ

Gand SUop
1326 NINTH AYE.

CHARLES T«CHESTERMAN
1330> 9th AVENUE
San Francisco
664-6995

■

Real Estate & Insurance

story.

LAKE
TAHOE

INCLINE VILLAGE, NORTH SHORE
Townhouse, all electric kitchen,
fireplace, TV stereo, washer-dryer.
Completely furnished except linen.
4 persons $150 week; $75 weekend
each extra person:

$15 per week; $7.50 weekend

LO 6-7442
Quick Service For Busy People

400 IRVING ST.

�COOKED TO PERFECTION BY CHANCELLOR AND DEANS
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The Strugglers are
back. The banjo band
from San Francisco
Red Garter will appear Friday, October
6, in Millberry Cafeteria. See Page 20 for

'I
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ANNOUNCEMENT
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

SPECIAL

A. D. VITALIS, Prop.

756-4695

ff

VITALIS BARBER SHOP
550 IRVING STREET near 7th Avenue

After 6 p.m. and Weekends

I

Since 1953

from your Friendly

CENTER

GOLDEN GATE

Specializing in All Styles, Ivy League,
Professional, Flat Tops, Business Men's,
Children, etc.

PHOTO CENTER

LO. 4-9020

1234 9th Aye. near Lincoln Way
, Films, Cameras, Projectors, Supplies
Color Processing by KODAK
ID-Photos, Portraits, Wedding Albums
Save Money on Technicolor Processing Mailers
Specials All Year Around

664 -° 303

THE MAINE

MON. SAT. 9A.M. to 6 P.M.

:

OV. 1-4229
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Knots

Undone At ASUCMC Dance

Friday, Sept. 29, 1967 ends the
narrowing experience of "Reg.
Week"; and undoubtedly all of us
will be in the mood for something
that will unite all the knits so
amply tied in our enthusiastic
little systems by the rigor of getting officially registered.

the Slam Hammers a group and a
beat that will be pulsating, permeating every fibre of your bones
until you just can't do anything
but shake out a few knots and fly

—

"a little higher?"

The associate students council,

being composed of veterans of the
Reg. Week hassle, in sincerest
sympathy, and enlightened self interest, have planned a modest excursion into an evening of knot
lack of a better

loosening. For

name we shall call this excursion
the first chance dance (and let's
hope that it provides the first
chance to do a lot more than
loosen up knots).
The dance will be presented
in the somewhat mundane atmosphere of the student cafeteria.
However, the cafeteria has the
peculiar quality of becoming less
mundane as the lights get dimmer,
heads and hearts get lighter, and
when the music is crying with soul.
The dim lights will be understood.
The light heads and hearts will
be yours with the added assistance
of a drop or two of suds —and we
all know how effective suds are
when it comes to knot loosening.
And the soul will be provided by

First Chance Dance sound makers, The Slam Hammers

.
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Test yourself...

What do you see in the ink blots?

Bjjflfl llA cockfight?
A moth-eaten

cockfight?

[2] Giraffes in high foliage?
Scooters in a head-on

collision?

TOT Staplers?
(TOT

Staplers!? What in...)

This is a

Swingline
Tot Stapler

We tell students that the best way
to get ahead in this world is to stay put.

. . .. . .... ., ., .

Stay in school, complete your education.
This is the way to a good job and all the
"... ,
rewards that come with ,'.it (and we don t
mean just thefinancial ones). That is the
message we put across whenever we
go to high schools and counsel students

. .. '
.....

(including 1000 staples)
Larger size CUB Desk
Sta P'er only

JJ 1.69

Unconditionally guaranteed.
At any stationery, variety, or book store.
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on their careers.
Why do we do this?
We realize that the greatest natural resource
any country can have is its young people.

_.

, ..

From their ranks will emerge our future leaders.
So by helping them now, everybody
udmg
j
j (mc
\
»
us) will benefit later.
We believe that our career-counseling sessions,
and tne scholarships, fellowships and
college grants we provide, are encouraging
more young people to complete theireducation.

..

...

Standard Oil is trying to help young people
discover more about themselves
and the world they live in.

...

Standard Oil Company of California
and its worldwide family of Chevron Companies
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New President

Letter Concluded
Continued from Page 4
time, we are most pleased.

Continued from Page 2

munization. We see approximately campus. When the Hope leaves, it
700-800 children per day on a will leave a physical void which
will be traumatic to the communiMy activities on the Hope are 14 hour shift of injections: tetalargely teaching. The students and nus, diptheria, typhoid, polio, etc. ty for some time to come. It
would be most desirable if we
faculty are on vacation now but I
The orthopedics department of could develop a Mobile Clinic Prohave a group of five sth year
students that come every morn- the hospital ship is a tribute to gram utilizing 2 medicaland 2 dening for instruction in operative American medicine. It is a heart tal students from U,C. plus 4 studentistry
endodontics and his- rending sight to see nuns bring- dents from the University of Cartology. I've introduced rubber dam ing in children who have been tegena. There is much to distechnique for operative and the crippled by polio. The disease is cuss regarding this and I would
students are amazed at the ad- still taking its toll in this country. appreciate your counsel and guidance in this regard.
vantages. I'm careful to point out The orthopedic section of the hosregularly during the day that they pital outfits these children with
are as keen and intelligent as braces, crutches and gives them
Gladys will be teaching at the
any of our American students ex- a new lease on life.
Center Colombo Americano and
cept for the fact that our students
the children will be attending a
have more opportunities because
I am so grateful to have the Spanish school. My best wishes
of our technological advances. My opportunity to serve my country to Carlotta. Hasta luego.
counterpart is a Or. Ramon Vana as a good will ambassador. The
Olija who is as gracious and well opportunity to spread the ideology
Marvin Stark
informed a man as I've had the of our country should be made
DX>£.
pleasure to meet.
available to more of our faculty.
1 don't believe you can compreThis weekend the Columbian hend the impact the "Hope" has
Dental Society meets here in Car- made on the countries unless you
tegena and the "Hope" rotaters are serve aboard as a rotation for two
taking part in the program. I've months. The dentists in Cartegena
been asked to lecture 1-1/2 hours are respectful of any American
each day Thursday, Friday and dental school and they appear to be
Saturday and I am pleased to have somewhat more inquisitive about
the opportunity. Men will be coming ours.
from Cali, Medellin, Bogota and
I met a most interesting and
other surrounding cities.
dedicated nun from Bogota, She
We have seen poverty in this area belongs to the order "Sisters of
the likes of which I never dreamed Wisdom" and Is head of a school
existed. We visited a fishing vill- with 1,000 children in residence,
age called La Boquella last week- 300 blind, 300 deaf and the reend and came back depressed. mainder normal. She heard about
o
Children were roaming the main our Mobile Clinic Program and
street which was just a swath cut hoped and wished we could dethrough the cocoanut trees. The velop one in this country, I spoke FLOWERS FOR ALL. OCCASIONS
stomachs were enlarged with para- with Decano (Dean) Wenceslow
1821 IRVING STREET
sites and many hernias were evi- Meridez and he is as enthusiasNEAR 19th AVENUE
dent. Each week, a group of men tic as a young high school boy
PHONE MO 4-8732
our
go out to the local barios for im- about a joint project with

Paulo, Brazil.
The new President also holds
an honorary degree of Doctor of
Laws from the University of Arizona and an honorary degree of
Doctor of Science in Commerce
from Drexel Institute of Technology, and is an Honorary Fellow of

—

Queens College, Oxford, He is in

great demand as a speaker, and
next week will fly to Europe for
lectures at Exeter, England and

Basle, Switzerland.

Hitch is author of a number of
articles and three books: "Ameri-

ca's Economic Strength," "The
Economics of Defense in the Nuclear Age" (with Roland N. McMaking
Kean), and "Decision
for Defense."

-

During World War 11, Hitch
served with the first Lend-Lease
mission to London and subsequently on the War Production Board.
Following assignments in the Army
and the Office of Strategic Services, he was chief of the Stabilization Controls Division of theOffice of War Mobilization and Reconversion.
Hitch has been active in a num-
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Hardbacks
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Hitch, who was born in Boonville, Mo., is married to the former Nancy Winslow Squire, a talented artist. They have one daughter, Caroline Winslow, 7. The
Hitches reside in Berkeley.
'

SHOE BOX
718 IRVING ST.
MO 4-9228

NURSES OXFORDS

2600 OCEAN AVENUE
(LakeSlde Village)

334-5070

Books for Children

> our Business and

Vacation Headquarters.
Free Ticket Delivery to the Medical Center.

2130 Irving Street

I

Guidance - the kind of guidance you give your patients
when you recommend an annual physical checkup.

We offer modern 1967 Professional Financial Guidance.
Help you arrange for both secured and unsecured loans
so necessaryfor debt consolidation, cash flow, new
equipment, taxes, insurance, real estate investments,
stock and bond investment, etc.,at low professional
interest rates.

PROFESSIONAL SOLUTIONS TO PROFESSIONAL
PROBLEMS • PERSONAL LOANS TO 50,000
• REAL ESTATE NO LIMIT
• NO NEW INSURANCE REQUIRED

-

BUY NOW 7968 MODELS
- In Stock

-

NEW- Electric Carriage return portable typewriters

COMPACT ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS

I

Other Electrics from ($ 59.50)
PORTABI ETYPEWRI I I RS

f^fSi^

/

776-4643

h

ORONa/

Ol YMPIA SMI 111 (
UNDERWOODOI I VI 111

// |X"

ADDING MACHINES
SALES & SERVICE

-

#

p

fIH^H

AMERICAN TYPEWRITER CO.

IrjJ jj

2247 Market Street (Between 15th & 16th Sts)
Open Sat. From 10AM to 4 PM

(RAY JONES MGR.)

863-2700

SAN

NUNNBUSH
SHOES FOR MEN

pMtdTjmd£wiM, fa.

Dis,lnc,ive Greetin9 Cards

comprehensive professional

Hitch is a member of HealthEducation-and-Welfare Secretary
John W. Gardner's Advisory Committee on Higher Education and
HEW's National Advisory Council
on Regional Medical Programs.

COMPLETE LINE OF
U.S. KEDS

THE

Paperbacks

AS A PROFESSIONAL MAN
Don't you agree you need Professional Financial

was a member of the Research
Advisory Board of the Committee
for Economic Development. Currently he is a member of the Council on Foreign Relations, a Fellow
of the American Association for
the Advancement of Science, and a
Fellow of the American Academy
of Arts and Sciences. He is a
trustee of Resources for the Future, Institute for Defense Analyses, and the Asia Foundation.

™—■■
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ber of professional organizations.
He served as president of the
Operations Research Society of
America in 1959-60, and as vice
president of the American Economic Association in 1965-66. He

NEW SHOES

BOOK
j FAIR

...

YES WE HAVE BEEN SERVING UC MEDICAL CENTER FOR THE
PAST 14 YEARS. PROMPT PICK UP AND DELIVERY SERVICE.
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Advice to the Newcomer
For Nurses
Barbara Britts
School of Nursing, Class of '69
Perhaps my own guilt in not
writing my little sister this summer has led me to make a final
attempt now-to all little sisters.

As a member of the class of 1969I wish that I had utilized the information that my big sister had
gathered from her first year. We
were immediately (and you will be

-

COURSES. Maybe going to a five
year program means that we're
slow learners-but it does take a
while to catch on to what your
instructors are looking for and
are trying to teachyou. Why bother
going through all the agony of
finding out you weren't with it
ask your big
after your finals
sisters. We know! For example,
you will probably walk out of your
first day of psych absolutely ternot realizing that you
rified
are being conditioned for what is
to follow. It is impossible to finish
this class in a neutral frame of
mind (if it is ever possible to have
a neutral frame of mind); you'll
either think you have struck upon
a veritable god or the greatest
egotist of all time or both. Some
of us felt that it was the biggest
waste of time ever; many more of
us felt that it was the most valuable class we had ever taken,
Mark Twain said "I never let
school interfer with my education." Dr. Schaw's class is an
educationl Erikson'sChildhoodand
Society becomes a Bible, When
he says "read it three times by
next week.", he isn't kidding. Many
of the books he recommends are not
only great reading but very valuable for your other courses as
well as just for yourself. But,
before you buy them- check with
your big sisters they most likely
have underlined copies.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

thing. It breaks the boredom, and tober 1 at 2 p.m. in the West
you don't get stuck in a routine. Lounge of Millberry Union (this
You might goof up some of the will be your first introduction to
hospital policies because you're all junior and senior DH's and
but the DH staff, so plan to attend);
extrapolating experiences
it's good for the hospitals keeps the School of Dentistry picnic given
them up to par. How you get to by the faculty for us on October 10
these different hospitals is your (there is also a pre-picnic party
problem'; There is a bus map in the night before); the joint meeting
the telephone book, and you can with the DH classes from Diablo
always call the Muni number for, Valley College and Foothill JC at
help. There is no better way tei Foothill on October 14 (10 a.m.);
learn your way around the city. a Hofbrau dance on October 20
raising acSorry- and other money
SOCIAL HAPPENINGS
send
a
senior
aridposherself.
tivities
to
woman
for
O-every
sibly a junior to the National ConGranted this has been vague. vention of the ADHA and the ADA
see your in Washington, D.C. October 29 to
For the next chapter
big sisters; it makes us feel needed November 2. Watch the bulletin
and we need that. Besides, Mill- boards on campus for approaching
berry has nicer rooms than Par- class, school and Mcd Centersponsored activities such as Frinassus.
day night movies, noon movies,
lectures, noon entertainmentin the
Millberry lounge, dances
such
activities are numerous and something is bound to interest you.

--

-

-

-

-

lab coat she could lend you for
Anatomy
don't ruin a new oneI
Get to know your classmates fast
you must elect class
and well
officers very soon. Finally, the

—
—

DH office is on the seventh floor
of the Clinics building; be sure
to drop by if you have any problems I All juniors and seniors have
mailboxes there; check them often.
If you have any other questions
or problems, go see your big
she would love to meet
sister
you I Good Luck.

—

-

For Dental

—

Hygienists

Active junior participation in the
Student Membership of the ADHA
meetis especially encouraged
there is no
For Physiology
Acmonthly.
be
held
ings
have
will
it
to
you
getting around
Confused? Here is some dis- tivities already slatedfor the comhave the books. Good luck! You are
given an outline for each lecture jointed information that may come ing year include a Christmas chartity project, philanthropic project,
(it is somethimes impossible to in handy:
a junior-senior dinner, lectures,
follow the outline but at least it
be
hygiene
movies, and a tentative Big Sister
The
dental
kit
can
of
you're
you
some
idea
what
gives
supposed to know for the exams). purchased for around $300 at the program with the hygienists from
The problem is that you have to Millberry Union book store. It the ADHA Bay Area component.
know about 30 pages of stuff for contains all the required instruA few more notes: find 'out from
each line on the outline. Try to ments and a few books; other
sister about the DH rules
keep awake I thought this course texts can be purchased after class- your big
regulations
applying to our
and
willing
es
start
or
borrowedfrom
was a bear.
school only (such as hair worn
senior DH's.
off the collar, no long fingernails,
TRANSPORTATION, Seethe
Lab
coats can be sized and etc.)
these are important. Ask
of
world, join UC School Nursing! purchased
at the book store; two your big sister if she has an old
implies
This became a common cry for our
are required. Uniforms must be
class. Another one is singing "Sunchosen, sized and ordered
the
rise, Sunset" as you groggily drive
notify you of that
office
DH
will
down to the peninsula hospitals.
this quarter. Clinic shoes
For the first couple of weeks, later
will be needed within a few weeks;
maybe the whole year, you don't
you can buy them for between
know where you're going or what
B average. Male,
Car
and $16 at the Emporium,
you're doing but you go and you $12
student,
Health
Science's
Macys, and shoe stores downtown.
under 25,
do. It gives you something to
safety or prescripGlasses
(either
or college student. Sound like yourcomplain about in your nightly
be needed for clinic
bull sessions. You work in about tion) will
self? Then you could save 25% on car
work, but you will hear more
twelve hospitals the first yearinsurance with State
seems strange when there are about that from the DH instructors.
Farm's Good Student
three hospitals right across the
Approaching DH activities instreet
but actually it's a good clude the welcome tea on OcDiscount. Contact

I

Nursing 114 is unreal it is so
diverse that it would take pages
to say anything. Again, I would
recommend talking to your big
sisters about different aspects.
And borrow their books and use
them before you buy them; to see
how much you need them. And,
don't get too hung up with the
"ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK"
just know the words. There are
two aspects of Nursing 114 that
become old very fast and in essence are a drag: seminars and
process recordings. Leadership
seminar can be a kick especially
if you have Dr. Kramer, You can
see that you're getting somewhere
especially as a group. Family
and Nursing seminars often result
in "share and tell" sessions and
half the time you can't tell which
seminar you are in. However if
you have a problem with a patient
the more minds,
or a client
the merrier, (of course there is

-

-

--

too) bombarded with the term "resource persons". Funniest thing
your big sisters are very valuable
in several
resource persons

areas:

also too many crumbs wreck the
cookie.). The trick is to look attentive (you get ojie point for this)
even if you are tripping it somewhere else. The proceslfjrecordings are a grind but there-is a
trick. It is something like new
it doesn't matter if you
math
get the right answer (or do the
right thing) the important thing is
so fill
that you understand it
the third column of your process
recording (the COMMENTS section
it's like confessing that you
are a clod (or a student NURD).
You will continually be crossexamined on drugs for sideeffects
just spout off "GI distress")and
you better know them.You will find
the Physician's Desk Reference
invaluable (PDR). The thing to do
here, if you don't care to fight
over the one in the library, is to
become friends with a 2nd year
pharmacy student and casually
suggest that he give you last year's
PDR; or if he's tight buy it from
him. (Sorry mcd and dent students you lose).

--

—

By Janis Ayers
Dental Hygiene, Class of '68
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Winter Membership
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Facilities at Poco Beach Resort, Lake Tahoe, T
North Shore
W
%> Bedding is provided - Kitchenette and Coffee i
W
House available
•5£ About twenty-minutes from Squaw Valley, Alpine
«$£ Entertainment near by (South Shore)
FOR INFORMATION PLEASE CALL
TONY MONTANARIANS. SERV. 221 -3877
TONY MONTANARI
MANAGING DIRECTOR
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Ted Hayes Mai O'Neill
260 Judah St., San Francisco
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Phone 661-3650

State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Company
Home Office: Bloomington, Illinois
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Words of Wisdom from "Sadder but Wisers"
For Doctors
Frank Sarnquist
School of Medicine, Class of '69
Relax.
Illigitimi non carborundum. (For
those of you lacking a classical
education the translation reads
Don't let the bastards
roughly
wear you down.)
Those are the two most important things I can say to those
of you embarking on the great
adventure of medicine. You won't
pay any attention, of course, but
will pitch right in competing and
working at a fevered pace All
medical knowledge will be your
goal, and a lot of the little niceties of life (woman, reading,
sports, theater) will goby the wayside as you relentlessly pursue this
impossible aim. It will take most
of you one miserable quarter to
learn the truth of the above, just
as it did for me and most of my
classmates. However, since you
won't listen, nothing further on
that.
You have two courses-cells and
chemicals.
Cells Good course, well liked.
Bloom and Fawcett is the most
succinct text. No messing around,
just facts. Ham messes around a
lot, but the added material often
helps make sense of the facts, and
makes the text much more read
able. Greep and Copenhauer were
not used much by my class. Fawcett is a handsome and helpful
book, but not absolutely essential.
Renting a scope is worth it, most

-

.

-

B

of my classmates felt. You won't
use it too much, but when you need
it nothing substitutes. Pencils are
helpful, and you've got to buy a
couple of lab coats sometime anyway. Besides, thewhite coats make
you feel like a doctor, which is
kind of nice. Learn your histology
well, since it forms the basis of
one of next year's big ones, path-

School of Pharmacy challenging,
interesting, exciting, and, hopefully, rewarding.

You

will find that certain
such as organic chemistry lecture—"test you to death."
You will find yourself in some
laboratories—such as quantitative
analysis—until all hours of the
night. And in the "closed" labsology.
such as organic chemistry—you
Chemicals Some love it, some will have to hustle to complete all
hate it. White, et. al. is called the required work during the lab
required and is good.Several other period. However, you should find
books can substitute though. Watthe professors here to be better
son's book and Green's give some lecturers, and far better friends,
excitement and beauty to the that you have encountered before.
science as well as a lot of illumi- It will be tough, but with some
nation. I didn't dig biochem, and effort you shouldfindyour classes,
scraped by on Harper's finepaper- and your grades, satisfying.
back. Our class has formed note
Speaking to you as a class, the
taking clubs for several of our most helpful thing I can tell you
courses, a system we have found is to try to do things as a group.
superb. Might work well for this If you, say, dislike a test date,
course.
or even the manner of testing, get
Finally, although school will together and speak with your proseem all consuming for awhile, fessor. You will find him most
the world goes on. Enjoy it. Don't j cooperative and ready to help with
give up the things that are imyour problem If your requests are
portant to you. You don't have reasonable.
to. You'll have to work hard but
And outside the classroom, too,
you're used to that. As a matter stick together. TheSchool of Pharof fact you're an expert at it, or macy picnic will be coming up soon
you wouldn't be here. So
so you'd better start thinking about
Relax, and enjoy learning the forming some volleyball, Softball,
world's most satisfying pro- and basketball teams —not onlyfor
fession.
the picnic, but also for the intraand inter- mural programs sponsored by the Milberry Union AthDep't. year round.
letic
Tom Simpson
I can guarantee your first year
School of Pharmacy, Class of '70
be a busy one, and the posWhether you come from a large will
sibilities
of things to do each and
college,
or
a
small
university
you
are unlimited. With
day
every
will find your first year in the

courses

—

-

~

.

For Pharmacists

~~~
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ally Certified Skin Diving Instruction

,'

mentioned as yet is studentgovernment. With a newly adopted ASUC
Constitution we feel the ties between classes and schools will be
strengthened. In your own class
you will soon elect a President,
Vice-President, and SecretaryTreasurer, and the Treasurer of
the School of Pharmacy will come
from your class also. So be thinking about that election. It will be
held a few weeks after school

The most important piece of adcomes to mind is: ask,
questions. Around and about are"
battalions of sympathetic upper
classmen who are ready and willing
to assist you in working out your
problems. In this capacity the
dental fraternities are of particular value. Elsewhere you will be
informed of the rush dates of the
four dental fraternities. I recommend that you plan to attend the
four rush functions and let fraternity representatives tell their own
vice that

begins.
All in all, you can look forward to a year of hard work; story.
One of the larger items with
but if it promises any thing more
than a lot of booking, that one thing which you will contend is the freshman kit. Again, upperclass exwill be a fabulous timel
is invaluable. There are
perience
wish
all
of
the
best.
I
you
always people around the Frosh
lab who will help out in stowing
away your equipment in the proper
places and in showing you how to
clean such things as handpieces.
And so, welcome to the UniverDave Bomar
sity of California School of DenSchool of Dentistry, Class of '70 tistry. Success awaits those who
apply themselves, so best of luck,
To the majority of the incoming and let's have at it.
dental studentsprofessional school
is something totally unfamiliar.

For Dentists

You will soon discover the veracity of the dictum: a dental student only has time to think of two
things
dentistry et les belles
femmes gui habite le centre dc
medicin.
Your first necessity will be to
learn to budget your time wisely:
count on 23-1/2 hours a day for
dentistry and 1/2 hour for other

-

things (eating, sleeping, personal
hygiene, etc.). Eight-hour school
days will seem unusual at first

and will soon become routine. You
will have to put forth more dedication to your task than you have'
probably ever done before. Sure,
you'll have bad days; but look
around
and you'll see that everyof
when you tire studying.
boat as
Another possibility I haven't one else is in the same

I speakers, movies, etc. appearing
around campus daily, various
sports being played at night, and
parties abounding onweekends, you
will have plenty to keep you going

you

cYoure looking
atan
insurance man
youcansay
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he Bamboo Reef
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ATBRANNAN

YU 2-2510

Donovan L Jenkins,C.LU.

SAN FRANCISCO

Announcement
of Special Service

The Bank of America - Sunset Branch,
800 Irving St., will be open until 6:00 PM
on October 3,4,5th in order to take care
of your banking needs

One reason for our reputation
for integrity has been an
emphasis on professionalism.

I m\tSl *>/W

*

Consequently, we have always

Jam

.. .

men
attracted men of quality
who understand that there are
times when no is the only

valid answer.
And men whose business it is

to have your interests at heart.
Does that sound like just another
advertising phrase? Well, look
at it this way. Ask any top
professicnal if there's a healthier
way to build a following.

We give you less
for your money.
You don't get a drive shaft. (Our engine is in the rear to give you
better traction.)
And you don't get a radiator. Or a water pump. Or hoses. (Our
engine is air-cooled, not water-cooled.)
And since you don't get any of these things, you don't have to
get antifreeze. Or rust inhibitors.
And what you don't get, you don't have to pay for.
So if you like what you don't get, you can get a new Volkswagen
foronlysl7l7POE.
That's the price you pay for getting less.

Stan Carlsen, Inc.

ffln

1900 19th Aye., 564-5900

.

So call him. You'll be impressed
by the number—and thekind—
of goals he can help you
accomplish with life insurance.
you can
And remember
always say no to him.
j

I DAVENPORT

ASSOCIATES
Provident Mutual lift Inswance Co. of Philadelphia

DCALCft

2118 MILVIA ST., BERKELEY

845-3583

sports

Basketball Team
Tryouts Planned
This year as in the past the
UC Medical Center expects to
field another fine AAU basketball team. Tryouts for the UCMC
squad will begin the first week
of the new quarter. But as of
this writing no exact time had
been set for the tryouts, so those
interested please contact the athletic desk at Millberry Union.
The "Medics" will be participating in the preliminary AAU
league before the Warrior home
games. In addition they will play
against the area college freshman and JV teams, and some AAU
teams outside the area. This activity is in preparation for the
Pacific Coast AAU Tournament
in March and a berth to the National Tournament in Denver.

Extra Hours for Bookstore
On Saturday, September 30 and
Saturday, October 7 the Bookstore will be open from 8 a.m. to
12 noon. During the quarter the
Bookstore is not normally open
on the weekends.

TIME
The longest word
in the language?

By letter count, the longest

word may be pneumonoultra-

mieroscopicsilicovolcanoconiosis,
a rare lung disease. You won't
find it
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in Webster's New World

Dictionary, College Edition. But

you will find more useful information about words than in any
other desk dictionary.
Take the word time. In addition to its derivation and an

and

Intramural Tourneys Scheduled
Fall Quarter Intramural Leagues are now being formed. Following
is a complete list of activities. All of these events take place in the
Millberry Union gym area. Details are available at the Swimming
pool desk on the cafeteria level in Millberry.

MEN'S BASKETBALL LEAGUE

Friday, October 6, 1967
Entry Deadline
The league will be divided into two divisions:
Play to start onTuesday, October 10, 1967
"A" Division
(All games to be played on Tuesday nights)
Play to start on Thursday, October 12, 1967
"B" Division
(All games to be played on Thursday nights)
$5.00 per Team
Entry Fee
(League Championship will be determined by play-off between the
top two teams in each division).

—
—

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Friday, October 6, 1967
Entry Deadline
Play to start on Monday, October 9, 1967
(All games to be played on Monday nights.)
$5.00 per Team
Entry Fee

MEN'S 3-MAN

BASKETBALL

Friday, October 6, 1967
Entry Deadline
Play to start on Monday, October 9, 1967
(All games to be played on Monday and Wednesday afternoons, between 5:30 and 6:30 p.m.)
Entry Fee
$2.00 per Team

CO-REC 6-MAN VOLLEYBALL

Friday, October 6, 1967
Entry Deadline
Play to start on Monday, October 9, 1967
(All games to be played on Monday and Wednesday afternoons, between 5:30 and 6:30 p.m.)
$2.00 per Team
Entry Fee

CO-REC 6-MAN VOLLEYBALL

.

Friday, October 6, 1967
3 Men and 3 Women
Play to start on Wednesday, October 11, 1967
(All games to be played on Wednesday nights).

Entry Deadline

Mixed Teams

—

$5.00 per Team

Entry Fee

TOURNAMENTS
MEN'S BADMINTON {SINGLES)
Monday, October 16, 1967
Entry Deadline
Play to start: pate to be determined following the completion of
Co-Rec Volleyball).(All games to be played on Wed nights).

I /j
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illustration showing U.S. time
zones, you'll find 48 clear definitions of the different meanings of time and 27 idiomatic
uses, such as time of one's life.

-

LEON ROSS ORIGINALS
ALTERATIONS
LADIES'COATS SUITS DRESSES

-

*>:£:
$8$
::•:•:::::

AT POPULAR PRICES
"ready to WEAR"
FULL LINE FOR THE EALL

$V*

681-1910

;:§:§:

$1.00 per Team
WOMEN'S BADMINTON (SINGLES)
Entry Deadline
Monday, October 16, 1967
Play to start: (Date to be determined following the completion of
Co-Rec Volleyball).
(All games to be played on Wednesday nights).
Entry Fee
SQUASH (LADDER)
DIVISIONS A, B,ANDC
Entry Deadline
Friday, October 6, 196
Play to start on Monday, October 9, 1967
Play to end on Wednesday, December 6, 1967
HANDBALL (LADDER)
DIVISIONS A, B, AND C
Monday, October 9, 1967
Entry Deadline
Play to start on Monday, October 16, 1967
Play to end on Wednesday, December 6, 1967
$1.00 per Team
Entry Fee
POCKET BILLIARDS (LADDER)
■.
Friday, October 6, 1967
Entry Deadline
Play to start on Monday, October 9, 1967
Play to end on Wednesday, December 6, 1967
Entry Fee

$1.00 per Team

Entry Fee

TABLE TENNIS
Monday, October 9, 1967
Entry Deadline
Play to start on Monday, October 16, 1967
Play to end on Wednesday, December 6, 1967
$1.00 per Team
Entry Fee

WOMEN'S SWIM TEAM
SIGN UP AT POOL DESK —WORKOUTS THROUGHOUT YEAR
SCUBA DIVING
!
SIGN UP AT POOL DESK FOR INFORMATION

Giant Jock Sale in Union Gym
The Athletic Store located at the Millberry Union Athletic Control
Desk by the pool, offers for sale the following items for your convenience and at a considerable savings. Arno Tape for basketball
players; Athletic Supporters; Athletic Sox; Combs; Eye Glass Holders; Ear Stoppers for Swimmers; Handball gloves and balls;
Mens Swim Trunks (Jantzen); Men's Nylon Racing Swin Trunks;
Men's Gym pants; Men's Tennis shoes low & hi; Men's T-Shlrts
white & colored with UCMC emblem; Nose clips for swimmers
Shoe strings; Sweatshirts for men and women with UCMC emblem;
Squash Rackets and balls; Squash playing instruction books; Swim
Caps for men and women; Tennis Rackets and balls; Women's
dacron tank swim suits by Jantzen.

- EMPLOYEES
CHRISTMAS
CHARTER FLIGHTS
STUDENTS FACULTY

TO

U. C. REALTORS
RENTALS
*
FURNISHED UNFURNISHED

In sum, everything you want to
know about lime.
This dictionary is approved
and used by more than 1000
colleges and universities. Isn't
it time you owned one? Only
$5.95 for 1760 pages;
«g gg

NEW YORK
CHICAGO

-

thumb-indexed.
At Your Bookstore
THE WORLD PUBLISHING CO.
Cleveland and New York

recreation

-

Lowest Fares Jets

NO FEE

9th & JUDAH

jAyffgi^rWrPWMaCllpA

SE 1-7424
The cornerstone ofevery man's

. . . write. . . visit
Martin Rypins

S

phone

RR

- -

San Francisco 4, California

NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
Life

Iniunnr.t ■ Group Insurants

•-

Annuities Health Insurance

Pension Plani

tife Insurance ■ Group Insurance Annuities Health Insurance Pension Plans
■

For Full Information Mail This Coupon Today

CHARTER FLIGHTS
995 MARKET ST. (Suite 801) SAN FRANCISCO,
CALIF. 94103; Phone 392-8513
GENTLEMAN:
Please mail me full information on flights to

'

NAME_

ADDRESS
PHONE

ZIP NO
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Half Price

Dr. Harper Awarded
Navy Service Citation

Symphony Tickets Now Available
Again this season, the Symphony
Forirm is offering 275 San Francisco Symphony Orchestra tickets
to UCMC students and housestaff
at less than half the regular 20
performance season price.
The price for the season will

range from $37.50 for orchestra
seats to $20.00 for the secondbalcony. A pre-season sign-up is currently being offered at the Millberry Union Central Desk on a
first-come, first-serve basis. The
Forum strongly recommends advanced sign-up, since in the past
all the available tickets have been
sold out. Those who have signed
up MUST pick up their tickets at
the Millberry Union Central Desk
between October 9th and 11th.After
that time, all remaining tickets
will then go on general sale.
Tickets may be purchased by
individuals, but couples and groups
may also purchase tickets jointly.
The 56th San Francisco Symphony season will open November
29th, again under the distinguished
leadership of its conductor and
Music Director, Josef Krips.
Among the highlights of the season
are an all-Stravinsky program,
honoring the composer's 85thyear;
a Christmas season presentation of
Berlioz's "L Enfance dv Christ";
a concert version of duck's "Orfeo ed Eurydice"; and Mahler's
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FREE DELIVERY

•

HARDWARE • TOYS PABCO PAINT • GLASS
PLUMBING SUPPUES
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ALL EMPLOYEES OF
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ARE ELIGIBLE FOR MEMBERSHIP

724 IRVING STREET
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MIKE

JOHN

STILLING
MARKET
sth AYE. & IRVING
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CALIFORNIA STATE EMPLOYEES'
CREDIT UNION NO. 2 LOANS.
DO ALL YOUR CONSUMER FINANCING WITH CREDIT UNION

COMPARE THE RATES

Smith & Falkenstein

STADIUM GARAGE
San Francisco 17
Phone OVerland 1 -5800

522 Frederick Street

Automotive Repairs & Service

A.A.A. ROAD SERVICE

I

]

MOST LOAN COMPANIES
AS MUCH AS 60% LESS THAN
2'/j%

11

I
CREDIT PLANS
AS MUCH AS 33V3% LESS THAN MOST REVOLVING
monlh
?% per month

vt

per month

i 1 1% par month vi V/i% per
AS MUCH AS 25% LESS THAN MOST BANK PERSONAL LOANS
$100.00
I,

FREEOELIVERY
OV. 1-8794

HOURS 7 AM to 10PM
INCLUDING SUNDAY

/i

U.C. MEDICAL CENTER
including non paid teaching staff
1

PROGRESS HOMEWARE

ALL MAKES & MODELS

. . His service has been the

SUPPORT
YOUR LOCAL
I ADVERTISERS
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SEabright 1-2038

NORMAN SOMBERG
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Take 'N' Car to Stella's
Between Bth & 9th

1
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Public

721 IRVING

USE IT WISILY I
in

The Navy Meritorious

Service Citation was awarded re- single most influence in the escently this past summer to Harold tablishment of v formal research
A. Harper, Ph.D., Dean of the activity, the Clinical Investigation
Graduate Division at theSan Fran- Center, at the hospital. He concisco Medical Center. This is one tinues to be v major force in susof the highest honors which the taining this effort ..."
Notable returning guest artists
Navy can grant to a civilian. Dr.
Dr. Harper has long been asinclude Claudio Arrau, Byron Ja- Harper has been associated with
sociated
with the Department of
ms, Richard Lewis, Patricia Mi- the
Navy Medical Department in Biochemistry here and is the auand
Andre
chaelian,
Watts. The an advisory capacity since 1947, thor of a
widely used text of phylong awaited exchange between our
siological
chemistry. The wit and
Cokely,
Los
Rear
Admiral
Harold
Angeles
orchestra and the
J.
of
his lectures have been
clarity
Philharmonic, under Subin Mehta, Commanding Officer of the U.S.
a high point of the
traditionally
Oakland,
Naval
at
conHospital
will occur in late March, While the
San Francisco Symphony Orchesferred the citation which read in required freshman medical school
biochemistry course.
part:
tra performs in L.A., the Philbe
a
harmonic will
featured event
on our regular series. During the
month of April, our orchestra will
appear in Japan and will have the
honor of opening the famedOsaka
InternationalFestival. This major
musical event will mark the Orchestra's first appearance outside
Maestro Josef Krips
North America.
monumental Second Symphony,
The Forum is hopeful of secur"Resurrection," which will close ing Maestro Krips for an informal
reception at Millberry Union durthe regular series.
Many noted guest artists will ing the symphony season.
KoococeeococcooccoscosooccooceccccccosccoseccosS

DRESSES
& SPORTSWEAR

OIL IS §S*
AMMUNITION
|

be making their San Francisco
Orchestra debuts, including Victor
Braun, Regine Crespin, AnnElgar,
Pierre Fournier, Ernest Haefliger, Pilar Lorengar, Raymond Nilsson, Edith Peinemann, Paul Shenar
and Shirley Verrett.

$6.50 per $100.00 per year

;!

vi

$8.00 per

per year

LOAN PROTECTION INSURANCE AT NO EXTRA COST

LOANS MADE FOR ANY WORTHY PURPOSE
ASK ABOUT THE NEW AUTOMOBILE PURCHASE PLAN

|l
l|

J
!
'1

Fleet prices for credit union menbers.
FINANCE THE CAR AT $4.75 per $100.00 per YEAR.
Life insurance at no additional cost.

J
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j
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CALL OR WRITE
CALIFORNIA STATE EMPLOYEES' CREDIT UNION NO 2

!
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j

333 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. 94102
PHONE 861-1930 LOAN INFORMATION 861-4507 MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION

|
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Edelman Appointed
Neider Professor

Strugglers

Are Back!

a personal interest in learning
more about heart disease and the
mechanisms that cause it. He, himself, was a heart patient.
Dr, Edelman, whose research
has won international recognition,
has participated in symposia in
Europe, India, Israel, and Japan.
He has been a guest lecturer at
the Max Planck Institute for Physical Chemistry at Gottingen, Germany, and at University College
in London, England.
Earlier this year, Dr. Edelman
was selected to the Tenth Annual
Faculty Research Lecturer, the

Isadore S. Edelman has been
appointed the Neider Research

Professor of Medicine within the
Department of Medicine here.
The professorship, announced
by Chancellor Willard C. Cleming,

and Stuart C. Cullen. M.D..
Dean of the School of Medicine,
is supported by the Samuel Neider

D.D.S.

highest honor University faculty

members can bestow upon a colleague.
During the past twenty years, Dr.

Edelman's research has been concerned with determining themechanisms that regulate water and
electrolyte metabolism. His interest in this problem developed
from observations of patients with
congestive heart failure whose 1
body tissues retained excessive
amounts of fluid, causing swelling.
A native of New York City, Dr.
Edelman received his medicaleducation and training at Indiana University and completed Fellowships
at Harvard and at MontefioreHospital, New York. He became a
member of the San Francisco
School of Medicine faculty in 1952.

Dr. Isidore Edelman
Endowment Fund, Dr, Edelman
will continue as Associate Director
of the Cardiovascular Research
Institute.

Mr. Neider was a resident of
San Francisco and financier. He
was the developer of Strawberry
Point in Marin County. His gift
to the University stemmed from

New Student Placement Unit
Can Put Your Wife to Work
..

or peror fulltime job, off campus or on. You
might not become affluent in a
matter of one payday but you may
be able to pay off some of those
bills and even have a few cents left
for nonsense. After all, solvency
is a matter of interpretation. Student-wise.
An integral part of the Office
of the Dean of Students, the Unit
has been set up to locate jobs
for all UCMC students as well as
for their wives. Listings are
Sam nowavailable in the San Francisco
can Help your
business community and are advertised on the Placement Unit
bulletin board near 118-S, They
are listed by number. Aren't we
all?
Among other needs, babysitters
are in demand and here is where
our wives excel the same goes
for our nursing students or any
other females on campus. Child
care at home or in someone else's
home, at nights or during the daynice kids and some in need of
Save your
"understanding"
the Unit will
buy
Savings Siamps keep you busy for as long as you
like.
SUPERPATRIOTIC POSTERS-WWI
As the Bard put it, ", , do not
and WWII. Provocative, very colorful,
'What is it?' Let us go and
ask,
40x46)!
(to
1917-19
&
1942-45
All
BIG
originals by U.S. Govt., YWCA, etc. make a visit."
Interviewing hours: 9 to 3 daily
("Back our girls over there," "Victory
Creed for '43," "Pass theAmmunition,"
or by appointment. Call extension
"Next Stop, Tokyo!") Free brochure
1408 or 661-2326 and ask for Miss
K.R. Enterprises, Box 636, S.F. 94101 Darlene Carter or Mrs, Anne
Hattam.
Something new has been added.
to reduce the effects of an old
malaise: money. The lack of it.
We might call it an "alchemy"
but for easy reference it's known
as the Student Placement Unit
and it's operating out of the upstairs rear of a rustic old house
at 1310-3rd Avenue.
What can they do for you? For
your wife? Simple.
you can get

a job there,

a temporary
manent job, a part-time

..

BOYS and GIRLS!

You

Unde
theWar
Win

J

War

-

-

Quarters

•
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The "Strugglers Banjo Band Party" will return to the campus in its full traditional
splendor on Friday, October 6, 1967, from 9 P.M. to 12 Midnight in the Millberry
Union Cafeteria. The ticket at $2.00 includes the line banjo sounds of Broadway's
Red Garter band and ALL YOUCAN GUZZLE.Tickets are now on sale at the Millberry
Union central desk.
To the "old timers" and those frequent visitors to the Red Garter, we need not explain what is in store. However, those who will be attending for the first time will
find that STAG OR DRAG there will be plenty of SINGING, DRINKING and lots of good
company..

CIPA Announces
Orientation Meet;
Active Year Set I
The Committee for Independent
Political Action is planning an
active year. The first meeting
Friday, September 29 at 12:30
p.m. in Millberry Union's West
Lounge will be primarily an orien-

j

I

I

tation meeting,

A physician, Dr. Robert Tranquada, who is the director of a

new clinic in Watts and a member
of the medical school faculty at
USC, will speak on "The Role
of the Health Science Student in
Social Change," Dr. Tranquada
himself has actively pursued health
care reform in the Los Angeles
area. The meeting will include a
brief report on current CIPA activities in the Mission district
and current projects against the
Vietnam War. Anyone interested
in the political and social issues
of our day will find this meeting
most valuable.
A week-end retreat to the mountains on October 6
8 will be
the time for exchanging ideas and

-

making plans for the coming year.
All those interested in a weekend dialogue on contemporary social issues is invited to contact
Jim Dahlgren (564-5623) or Peter
Lipton (387-2865) for reserva-

tions.
CIPA encourages you to participate in any of the activities in
the coming year.
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408 IRVING STREET
HOURS 7:30 TO6:OOSATURDAYB:OO TO3:00681-5926

I
St. JOHN OF GOD

CATHOLIC NEWMAN CENTER
THE UNIVERSITY PARISH SERVING THE
MEDICAL CENTER

MASS SCHEDULE

SUNDAYS: 9:30 a.m., 11:00 a.m., 5:00 p.m.
WEEKDAYS: at noon -12:10 (except Wed.)
HOLY DAYS: 630 a.m., 12:10 (noon), 5:10 p.m.
FIRST FRIDAYS: 12:10 & 5:10 p.m.

1290 sth AYE AT IRVING
566-5610
FR. JOHN M. RING, PASTOR

\

Male students!

Save 25* on car insurance with
Farmers Good Student Discount.

If you're under 25, unmarried, and have a B-average
or better, check Farmers new money-saving planl

FARMERS INSURANCE GROUP
1827 Irving St. near 19th Aye. • 566-5891 or 566-9360
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